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RESUMO  

Esta dissertação procura servir como uma análise de viabilidade de uma potencial atividade de 

comercialização para o AIDA, um software de automação e otimização do projeto de circuitos 

integrados analógicos desenvolvido no Instituto de Telecomunicações (IT), Unidade de Investigação do 

Instituto Superior Técnico (IST). Neste documento é apresentada uma pesquisa do mercado em que 

este software se integra, através da análise de informação de vendas, a um nível global e para cada 

líder de mercado em particular, e de questionários realizados a projetistas de circuitos integrados 

(potenciais utilizadores do software). Esta análise permite a identificação da estrutura do mercado e do 

comportamento dos participantes, bem como de funcionalidades de produto com importância para os 

projetistas, cuja integração no AIDA deve ser considerada. É também apresentada uma breve revisão 

bibliográfica referente à transferência de tecnologia de modo a perceber este fenómeno e como as 

características do produto e dos seus responsáveis afetam a comercialização – encontrando evidência 

que aponta para uma estratégia de licenciamento. Os resultados de uma análise financeira baseada 

nas vendas e custos estimados da constituição de uma start-up para explorar o potencial económico 

do produto demonstram que, sob as condições apresentadas, existe um potencial financeiro relevante 

nesta alternativa. No entanto, requer-se a captação de um suporte comercial capaz e experiente. Uma 

segunda alternativa é também apresentada – o licenciamento. Esta opção exige uma dedicação 

comercial bastante inferior da parte dos investigadores. Contudo, o estudo a priori da sua exequibilidade 

e condições para a mesma está limitado pela dependência do interesse e expectativa de uma potencial 

empresa compradora.   

Palavras-chave: Projeto de Circuitos Integrados Analógicos, Electronic Design Automation, Spin-

off, Licenciamento  
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ABSTRACT  

This dissertation aims to provide a viability analysis for a potential commercialization project for AIDA, 

an electronic design automation (EDA) software to optimize analog integrated circuits design developed 

on Instituto de Telecomunicações (IT), a research unit of Instituto Superior Técnico (IST). Over this 

document, a market research on the EDA market is presented through a global sales data analysis and 

questionnaires on designers (potential users of the software), allowing to identify important aspects 

about the market’s structure and behavior of the participants, as well as some important product features 

that designers value and whose integration on AIDA should be considered. A brief bibliographic review 

on technology transfer allows understanding this phenomenon and how the characteristics of the 

product and its stakeholders will affect the commercialization - encountering a tendency to a licensing 

strategy. The results of a financial analysis based on estimated sales and costs show a potential for 

significant capital gains if a spin-off venture is undertaken under the right conditions, proving that this 

alternative must be seriously considered by AIDA’s stakeholders. Yet, if chosen, commercial support 

must be procured in order to be a successful venture. A second alternative is presented – a licensing 

agreement. This option requires less commercial commitment from the researchers. Nevertheless, the 

feasibility and the conditions of this endeavor depend on the interest of a buying company, restricting 

the analysis on this possibility. 

  

Keywords: Analog Integrated Circuit Design, Electronic Design Automation Market, Spin-off, 

Licensing 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1. MOTIVATION 

Integrated Circuits (IC), commonly known as chips, have become ever more present and indispensable 

in people’s lives and represent a 304 billion dollar and growing market (WSTS, 2013). People rely on 

electronic devices to support their daily tasks, being, by that mean, dependent and constantly 

surrounded by ICs as they can be found on each device (often more than one IC per device). 

The cofounder of Intel and one of the most important personalities in the history of ICs, Gordon Moore, 

observed a trend on the development of this industry (described for the first time in (Moore, 1965)). He 

stated that every two years the number of transistors in each chip doubles. This observation, known as 

Moore’s Law, was verified for over 30 years in this industry and it is believed that the statement itself 

has been the driving force of its evolution, as developers tried to comply with the statement and tended 

to see it as an objective.  

As the demand for product performance improvement and reduction of size of electronic devices has 

continuously increased over time, technology has consistently taken big steps over the years (despite 

Moore’s Law is really not observed anymore). Over the last decades, the development of the electronic 

market has been colossal. Every year, electronic companies presented new devices which were much 

more powerful and smaller than the previous ones. To have an idea of the colossal level of the state of 

the art, the 3rd generation Intel processors (the i3, i5 and i7 product lines, commercialized since 2011) 

have transistors so small (22 nanometer) that it is possible to fit 4,000 into one human hair (Intel, 2012). 

Though the innovations in this field never cease to amaze us, there are physical barriers – as the 

minimum size of the components (restricted by the size of atoms) and the velocity of light – that foresees 

a slowdown or even a freeze on how powerful and small a chip can be (this observation was made by 

Gordon Moore himself in (Dubash, 2005)). 

Besides better product performance and smaller size requirements for electronic devices, time to market 

and development costs (the latter being also a consequence of the former) assume a great importance 

nowadays, being therefore crucial to accelerate circuit design as much as possible. A very effective way 

to do that is by leaving repetitive iterative tasks to computers, and that is the scope of AIDA (whose 

objectives and performance will be explained ahead in the present report). 

By the mid-1970’s, the number of transistors per chip was already too large for the design-by-hand make 

pace with Moore’s Law. So, the urgency of the need for automating stages of the design was so 

tremendous that the first Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools started to appear, the first being 

developed within a University. For several years thereafter, EDA tools were internally developed in big 

electronic companies of that time (such as Intel and HP). However, in 1981, the engineers responsible 

for those developments spun out of these companies to create their own EDA companies, and the EDA 

industry started to spawn (Nenni, 2012). 

EDA is now a multibillion dollar market that in 2013 presented revenues over 6.9 B$ (EDA Consortium, 

2014). The companies that belong to this multibillion dollar market develop software tools to aid IC 
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design. These tools have been proven to significantly decrease time to market of ICs and now they are 

of mandatory use. Due to the number of electrical components (transistors, resistors, etc.) existing in 

each circuit, the design exclusively by hand is now obsolete. EDA tools aid in many different stages of 

chip designing such as specification, synthesis, test, verification, and layout. 

It is possible to divide ICs into three distinct areas that will work as a whole in an electronic device – 

Digital Electronics, Memory Storage and Analog Electronics. Although the analog circuit (from Analog 

Electronics) occupies a much smaller area than the digital (from Digital Electronics), its complexity is 

much bigger, making the design time much longer (Figure 1). The degree of analog design automation 

is 30% when compared to digital (according to ITRS (2011)) so, analog design is most of the times the 

bottleneck of electronic devices production. In order to better cope with time-to-market requirements, 

EDA tools for analog design must be further developed and that is exactly the focus of AIDA. 

 

Analog/RF

DigitalDigital CAD
      Auto Synthesis

      Auto Layout

      Reuse/IP support

ANALOG/RF CAD
     No Synthesis

     No Layout

     No Reuse/IP support

Analog/RF

Digital

Mixed-Signal SOC

Design Effort (%)

 

Figure 1 Mixed Signal Circuit (Analog vs Digital) 

The AIDA project derives from several years of investigation by the Integrated Circuits Group (ICG) from 

Instituto de Telecomunições (IT) on circuit optimization and layout generation tools. AIDA is an analog 

integrated circuit design automation environment, which implements a design flow from a circuit-level 

specification to a physical layout description (Martins R. , Lourenço, Rodrigues, Guilherme, & Horta, 

2012). AIDA is the combination of two EDA tools developed by the ICG – GENOM-POF (renamed as 

AIDA-C) and LAYGEN II (AIDA-L). AIDA-C is a tool for circuit sizing and optimization and AIDA-L is a 

layout generation tool (with routing and placing optimization capabilities). 

1.2. GOALS 

During this Master Dissertation the study of the prospects of launching AIDA to the market will be 

conducted. Market information about competitors and potential customers was gathered and from the 

analysis of that information the strategic plan for the commercialization of AIDA is presented. 

1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS 

Over the elaboration of this thesis, it was necessary to analyze the EDA market (specifically for the 

optimization tools for analog design). Because this is a niche and a relativity new market, there was no 

market research available. In order to redress this situation, under the scarce conditions available, a 

market research was developed which is presented on this document. Besides that, this work also aims 
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to contribute for the decision making process of AIDA’s stakeholders regarding a commercialization 

pursuit. 

1.4. STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT 

This Dissertation is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 presents a bibliographic review, starting 

with an analysis of Technology Transfer from University to market and how in particular Instituto Superior 

Técnico (IST) encourages and supports knowledge commercialization and academic entrepreneurship. 

Thereafter, a review of some important aspects of strategic management is undertaken, concluding with 

a state of the art of AIDA’s principal competitors. Chapter 3 presents a market analysis on the global 

EDA market (since it was not possible to isolate optimization tools for analog design). Chapter 4 contains 

a description of the tool (AIDA), on how it enhances analog electronic design, and a comparison between 

it and the competitors (whom were presented on Chapter 2). On Chapter 5, the analysis on the 

questionnaires (developed on the pursuit of gathering relevant customer data) is undertaken together 

with the testing of some hypotheses regarding designers’ behavior. Two alternative commercialization 

paths – spin-off venture and licensing – are discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the 

conclusions of this work. 
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Chapter 2 B IBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW 

2.1. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 

The key function of Universities in the society is to educate portions of the population and produce 

scientific knowledge. Over the years, this was the exclusive concern to Universities around the world 

and they were not expected to act on any other levels. Today, Universities are trying to get closer to the 

market, understanding its problems and shortfalls, and producing and presenting solutions to address 

them. Some of the most common approaches occur through Knowledge Commercialization – patenting 

and licensing of technology achievements or products – and Academic Entrepreneurship – set off to 

spin-off projects to explore the commercial potential of the technology created (O'Shea, Chugh, & Allen, 

2008). 

For each case, there is a specific channel that optimizes the performance of the commercialization of a 

technology. Some authors have analyzed the different channels by means of which technology is 

transferred from the university to the industry and how the choice for the channels used for this transfer 

is influenced by distinct characteristics of the technology and its environment. A survey conducted on 

university and industry researchers in Netherlands (Bekkersa & Freitas, 2008) to assess their perceived 

importance of the different channels, identified that the most important were not the ones usually 

promoted – Technology Transfer Offices (TTO) or university patents – but scientific publications and 

personal contacts. The conclusion to be taken from this study is not to undermine the importance of 

TTO (since they are very important too, as it will be analyzed more deeply, supporting researchers in 

“commercial” and juridical aspects) but to emphasize the role of scientific publications and personal 

contacts (often undervalued) in technological transfer (importance both given by industry players and 

university researchers). The same authors also looked into the reasons that influence the choice for the 

transfer channel, concluding that this choice depends more on “basic characteristics” of the knowledge, 

such as expected breakthroughs, the scientific field and organizational characteristics of the research 

unit (as it will be further analyzed on 2.1.1.) than on the industrial sector. The authors focus in four 

different sectors, being “Electrical” (for electrical and communications equipment) the closer to AIDA. 

The channels’ cluster more important to this sector was “Cluster A”, which consists in: scientific output, 

informal contacts and students, once again reinforcing the importance of scientific publications and 

personal contacts. 

2.1.1. Academic or Commercial Identity (Personal and Organizational) 

As it was stated in 2.1., the implementation of this “commercial mentality” within the University involved 

a change on its identity and role in the society. This change must occur in both an organizational and 

individual level and naturally, conflicts will occur (Ambos, Mäkelä, & Birkinshaw, 2008). Different authors 

have been studying the internal and external conflicts within a university and its researchers regarding 

academic versus commercial dedication. 
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Over the last years there has been an increasing interest in potentiate the commercialization of 

knowledge produced within the academic world and that effort has been traduced in the retargeting of 

universities’ resources to these activities. This new vision on the university’s role in the society has 

created some tensions between the two mentalities (the academic and commercial) (Lockett, Wright, & 

Franklin, 2003), both at the organization and individual level. The most important contradictions that 

create those tensions are: the nature of the researches - the industry prefers less risky and shorter 

problems while the academia is by nature more predisposed to long-term and less-predictable projects 

- and the confidentiality of the results - while the industry is concerned about intellectual property 

protection, the academics intend to publish their results as quickly as possible (Lockett, Wright, & 

Franklin, 2003). 

On an individual level, there is one very important aspect to consider – the role of the researcher (the 

responsible for the development of the technology) in the commercialization process. Jain, et al. studied 

(2009) the importance of the researchers in the commercialization of technology, on how is their 

involvement and behavior throughout the process. Specifically, the authors focused on the researcher’s 

rationale to be engaged on the commercialization of their intellectual output. When the authors 

interviewed several academic researchers, recognized that before jumping to a commercial process, 

those academics required a calculated and trough-out “sense-making” process. Their participation in 

technology transfer projects, of any kind, requires a change on the perceived role of the academic. They 

identify the main reasons that incentive researchers to these processes. The first being the economic 

incentive. For the vast majority of academics, the financial aspect is naturally not the greater priority on 

their career decisions. So, the authors mention “economic incentive” not as the simple desire to cash 

but to a rationale as the following answer from an interviewed: “if somebody else is earning a large profit 

on it [his/her research] that [the fact that he/she does not get directly compensation] seems a little wrong 

to me”. Other important motivations are related to the ownership of the findings. The researchers may 

feel the desire to maintain control on their technology. This is very common when there are moral 

problems related to the subject of the study (for instance, stem cells). One other relevant motivation is 

when the scientist feels that his/her findings will bring positive consequences to the society or the 

environment and wishes to see his/her work applied, besides only being published on journals. Both the 

last two reasons are not easily applied to AIDA’s case. The authors also revealed a reason for why the 

new venture (spin-off) is sometimes the only choice. That reason is related to the reluctance of industry 

players to invest and risk on new technologies even though the researchers are confident on the applied 

potential of their findings. The research concludes that scientists have become more and more willing 

to contemplate commercial activities although their academic role and personality demand the framing 

of rationales involving the reasons stated bellow. This result suggest the development of a “hybrid role 

identity” – being open to commercial activities, maintaining the congruence with their academic roots. 

The degree of this “hybrid identity” (from “pure researcher” to entrepreneur) may depend on several 

factors such as the career stage or the inclination for experimental research versus theoretical research. 

On the contrary, Ambos, et al. (2008) conclude that, although there are some rare “ambidextrous” 

researchers (with academic and commercial focus), most of individuals chose one trajectory or another 

because those tensions are much more difficult to deal with in an individual level than on an organization 
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level. In order to reconcile the tensions on an organizational level, universities create “dual structures” 

such as Technology Transfer Offices (TTO), where there are people responsible with the commercial 

aspects and capable of bringing together the industry players and academics (as it will be explored on 

the next sub-chapter). The authors even propose, with the importance of technology commercialization 

in mind, that developing commercial output is a legitimate academic activity and must be treated as 

such – contribute to the researchers academic career development. 

A more conservative view defines the researcher’s involvement as an entity that is not responsible for 

the management process (as its know-how is normally not on that area) but as a technological 

consultant that often remains employed within the university. The researcher’s work was determinant 

on the birth and development of the technology and, most definitively, will continue being a valuable 

asset for the future company. So, this effort must be rewarded and the position protected (Macho-

Stadler, Pérez-Castrillo, & Veugelers, 2008). 

An interesting model (described on Appendix 1) on contracts for University spin-offs is provided by 

Macho-Stadler, Pérez-Castrillo, & Veugelers (2008). The focus of these research is on how the contracts 

established between the stakeholders (who become shareholders) must be designed to potentiate the 

performance of the new venture. 

2.1.2. Technology Transfer and University Technology Transfer Offices (TTO or 

UTTO) 

As it was said, Universities have been assuming the responsibility of connecting science and technology 

achievements with the market, being the intermediate agent between investigators/entrepreneurs and 

the business world. This new incumbency requires the development of capacity and the allocation of 

resources to support these activities. 

The universities’ policies have a direct impact on the entrepreneurial spirit of faculty staff to pursue the 

commercialization of the marketable knowledge acquired (Degroof & Roberts, 2004). Moreover, the 

entrepreneurial culture within a University has been proven to have a direct impact in the success of 

University Technology Transfer (Clarke, 1998).  

There is no doubt that Universities should be proactive in this matter. So, in order to respond to this 

“new” flow, Universities around the world have now Technology Transfer Offices. These departments 

within the University environment are responsible to support and encourage entrepreneurial activities 

developed by professors, investigators or students. 

The TTO structure influences how technology is transferred from the University to the market. A study 

(Markmana, Phanb, Balkinc, & Gianiodisa, 2005) conducted over 128 TTO’s identified the role of these 

organizations on new venture formation. From the results of this survey, it was possible to find 

correlational links between the structure of the TTO and transfer strategies. In the TT@IST case (which 

is analyzed on the following sub-chapter 2.1.3), the “Traditional university structure” is the type that best 

suits this organization’s modus operandi. However, for AIDA, it is also important to consider another 

shareholder, the IT (although not being an official TTO). The type, described by the authors, which is 

closer to IT’s nature is “Nonprofit research foundation”. One expected yet interesting conclusion is the 

fact that traditional university structures are positively related to licensing strategies that favor sponsored 
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research (rather than equity or cash) however, nonprofit structures are negatively correlated to those 

licensing strategies. This licensing strategy is the most conservative one, only requiring a more informal 

engagement between the both parties. 72% of the sampled TTO’s stated that licensing for cash was the 

predominant licensing strategy. The authors affirm that licensing for cash is more frequent for technology 

that has demonstrated a “clear path for commercialization”, a situation that can be related to AIDA (end 

of sub-chapter 4.1.). 

It is necessary to realize that licensing technology is different from licensing software. The definition of 

the authors is related with the technology and not the product. By other words, in AIDA’s case, licensing 

would be to spare AIDA’s code to be incorporated in an existing tool in exchange for royalties, for 

instance. This situation must not be confounded with software licensing – making AIDA available to a 

designer or a company in exchange for a payment (as is described in 4.1.). 

 Licensing the technology to another EDA vendor, although being a more complex strategy as it depends 

on the interest of a third party (in principle much more powerful than those responsible for AIDA), 

according to Markmana, Phanb, Balkinc, & Gianiodisa (2005) it would be an adequate strategy for 

AIDA’s situation and should be considered during the commercialization plan. 

2.1.3. Technology Transfer Office of IST and IST Spin-Off Community 

The scope of the Technology Transfer Office of IST (TT@IST) is to facilitate the encounter between the 

University and the real market. In this sense, TT@IST acts in these four major intervention areas: 

Corporate Partnerships, Career Development, Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Intellectual 

Property. The last two (Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Intellectual Property) are definitely the 

most prominent areas in projects when a spin-off is carried out. Corporate Partnerships may also be 

important when is necessary to gather funds to finance the project (this support can come from banks 

or other companies interested in the project). 

Given its importance to research projects and to the transfer of ideas to the market, there is a 

Department of Intellectual Property whose aim is to give bureaucratic assistance to investigators, and 

to protect IST interests, when they are applying for patent. This department developed a Regulation for 

Intellectual Property to define and help clarifying ownership rights and to facilitate the commercialization 

of intellectual property developed with IST’s resources. When defining the strategy for the launching of 

AIDA, it is very important to analyze all the legal issues regarding intellectual property and ownership 

rights. 

Long before the Technology Transfer Office was created, students and teachers from IST had been 

using their investigation in the University to create successful companies and this phenomenon is a very 

important performance indicator in a technological derived University (such as IST). 

In order to encourage and support the faculty’s entrepreneurs to pursue their desire to implement their 

ideas into the market, the TT@IST created in 2009 a Spin-Off community within the University (IST 

SPIN-OFF). The objective of this community is to share ideas and experiences between companies with 

an identical background, to develop synergies or even to mentor new ventures. Through this project, 

IST tries to help students, researchers and professors to create companies applying knowledge acquired 
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and generated within IST. According to the TT@IST website1, this support may consist of: helping in 

analyzing business opportunities, support on Intellectual Property matters and, perhaps the most critical, 

easing of contact with relevant market agents.  One of the reasons that makes the latter aspect so 

important may be the credibility gained by being associated with IST when trying to raise funding. 

According to a research made along companies originated from IST, “80% of the companies 

(interviewed) considered the university’s reputation to have had an impact greater or equal to 

“Important”” (Mendes, 2012). The same study, comprising 26 of the total universe of 37 companies 

founded since 1966 and belonging to the IST Spin-Off community, discovered that 44% of those 

companies (eleven companies) are software-related, the average export rate is 45.65% with 40% of the 

companies doing over half of their revenue abroad (ten companies) and in 2011, 80% of them showed 

profits. 

There is no doubt that AIDA, as any other project developed in IST’s environment, can take advantage 

from these programs to gain credibility in the eyes of potential investors or credit agencies and 

customers. So, throughout the development of the strategic plan for the Spin-Off, the exploitation these 

support systems is essential to potentiate the economic value of AIDA. 

2.2. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

In order to explore AIDA to its full potential and to understand if the spin-off option is the most adequate, 

it is mandatory to dedicate time to develop the strategic plan for the start-up that would be responsible 

for it. Strategic planning consists in a tool that defines the path that must guide a company from where 

it is to where its shareholder or stakeholder want it to go (Dix & Mathews, 2002). Thompson, et al. (2013) 

stated that strategic management can be divided into five sequential and interrelated tasks: Developing 

a strategic vision, Mission and values; Setting objectives; Crafting a strategy to achieve those objectives; 

Executing the strategy, monitoring developments, evaluating performance and initiating corrective 

adjustments (Figure 2). Although being sequential, they are not immutable. That is to say that because 

external or internal circumstances can change (new opportunities, a new threat, etc.), this process must 

include revisions. The need for these revisions normally arise upon the course of the fifth task, however, 

they concern the remaining four. 

 

Figure 2 - The Strategy Making, Strategy-Executing Process (Thompson, et al., 2013) 

                                                      
1 http://tt.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/ 
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During this work, and because this is still the “company creation” stage, the scope of this analysis will 

only consider the first three tasks. These tasks are the ones that define the company, its objectives and 

how it will operate. As it was said, strategic planning shows the way from where the company is to where 

it should go. This process requires an extensive knowledge of the company and its surroundings. So, in 

order to successfully complete these tasks and proceed to their application, it will be crucial to gather 

appropriate information about the market, how is it being served and what are its needs and how can 

AIDA respond to those needs while finding its place in a market ruled by corporate giants. 

These five tasks that relate to the Strategy-Making process are explored more deeply by Scarborough 

(2011) and branched into nine steps: 

Step 1 – Develop strategic vision and business mission statement. 

Step 2 – Identify and analyze company’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Step 3 – Scan the environment for significant opportunities and threats facing the business (Step 2 and 

3 can be merged into a SWOT analysis) 

Step 4 – Identify the key factors for success in the business. 

Step 5 – Analyze the competition (Steps 4 and 5 will be merged since an appropriate way to find the 

factors for success is through the analysis of the competitors’ past operations and strategies) 

Step 6 – Create company goals and objectives. 

Step 7 – Formulate strategic options and select the appropriate strategies. 

Step 8 – Translate strategic plans into action plans. 

Step 9 – Establish accurate controls. 

Over the next sub-chapters, the first seven steps will be analyzed. Step 8 and Task 4 consist on the 

culmination of the previous ones, by other words, are the implementation of the strategy developed. 

Step 9 (Task 5) is the evaluation of the results of Step 8 (Tasks 4) and only after the company is in 

operation this step should be taken into account. That is to say that, for now, this work shall only 

contemplate the first seven steps (three tasks) of the Strategy-Making process (Strategy Making, 

Strategy-Executing Process). 

2.2.1. Vision and Mission (Step 1) 

The strategic plan, to be of real long-term value, must be treated as an ongoing business process. It 

must be reflective of the owners’ mission and vision. It should be future-oriented and must concern every 

single stakeholder of the company (Dix & Mathews, 2002). 

2.2.1.1. Vision 

The vision translates management aspirations and must provide direction – “where are we going?” 

(Thompson, et al., 2013). A well-defined vision has three positive repercussions (Scarborough, 2011): 

Provides Direction: Focuses the management and employees on the objectives of the company and 

determines the path for the company’s success; 

Determines Decisions: The vision will influence every decision from long-term management’s to 

everyday decisions. This influence will be positive or negative based on the formalization of the vision; 

Motivates People: A clear and passionate vision motivates all the stakeholders to act in line with the 

company’s objectives. 
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It will only be possible to elaborate a more specific vision for AIDA after deciding the exact purpose of 

its commercialization. For now, it can only be stated that AIDA must demonstrate its potential to the first 

customers so it can gain reputation and visibility. 

2.2.1.2. Mission 

The mission describes the company’s purpose – “who we are, what we do, and why we are here?”. The 

ideal mission statement must declare the firm’s purpose, answering to the question “what business are 

we in” (Scarborough, 2011). In order to find a promising response to that question, a reflection on these 

six interrelated aspects of the company’s business (Thompson, et al., 2013) must be done: Identify the 

product or services, specify the buyer needs it seeks to satisfy, identify the customer groups or markets, 

specify its approach to pleasing customers, set the firm apart from its rivals and clarify the firm’s business 

to stakeholders. These aspects will require an exhaustive market study to discover AIDA’s space and 

role in the market, that is,  understand what this market needs are and how may those needs by satisfied 

by AIDA. There is no point in crafting a mission without really knowing the market. 

2.2.2. SWOT Analysis (Steps 2 and 3) 

The good or bad performance of a company is a consequence of the combination and interaction 

between the company’s strategic plan, its assets and the external environment of the market where the 

company operates. In order to capitalize the full potential of its projects, the company must understand 

its conditions. So, the first step on the development of a strategic planning must be getting to know the 

internal and external factors that influence the activities of the company – the key is information (Jain S. 

C., 1990). 

The assets result in the company’s strengths and weaknesses. The strengths traduce the company’s 

potential and must be stimulated. The weaknesses are limitations or vulnerabilities that should be 

mitigated. A rigorous and fruitful analysis of the strengths and weaknesses is more complex than it 

seems and requires time and study (Houben, Lenie, & Vanhoof, 1999). This analysis must be made at 

different levels of the organization, for example at a group level, at individual company level or at product 

or market level (Jain S. C., 1990). This identification will allow us to understand which are the aspects 

that should be stimulated and from where the strategic planning should root and develop. 

After analyzing the internal state of the firm, it is also crucial to observe how the firm is influenced by its 

external environment. One crucial action when identifying opportunities and threats is to study the 

market – the buyers, the competitors, the government, etc. The conclusion of this study will constitute 

all the opportunities and threats that the company will face. So, once again, to produce information it’s 

mandatory to gather data – only after doing an intensive research on the market that AIDA will face, it 

will be possible to get conclusions and to determine which opportunities should be seized and which 

threats should be avoided. Perhaps the most important information to obtain, and the more difficult to 

analyze is customer information, and that is why this subject will be prioritized. 
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2.2.2.1. Customer Information 

The critical importance of gathering and analyzing customer information has become more and more 

evident for strategic management when building or maintaining a competitive advantage in any industry 

(Hogan, Lemon, & Rust, 2002). It is argued that this can be the most complex type of information within 

a company (Davenport, Harris, & Kohli, 2001) and so, its understanding and interpretation may raise a 

lot of difficulties. In a business-to-business market, relevant customer information is not only about the 

direct agent but also involves the whole chain of seller-buyer relations that influence the activity (Sisodia 

& Wolfe, 2000). This makes customer information management in a business-to-business market a 

much more complicated challenge than on a business-to-customer environment. 

Through the efficient management of customer information, business-to-business companies can 

improve the development of its products and services, accelerate development processes, facilitate 

customer-oriented innovation improving customer satisfaction and, consequently enhancing competitive 

advantage (Jayachandran, Sharma, Kaufman, & Raman, 2005). To acquire useful customer information 

it is necessary to gather customer data and turn it into information. According to Rollings (2012), this 

involves three sequential stages: collection, storage and analysis of customer data, being the result of 

that analysis the crucial part (its result is, naturally, customer information). Aware of this situation, 

business-to-business companies have invested heavily, on these last years, in Information Technology 

systems, such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, to analyze customer data and 

turn it into advantageous customer information (Rollins, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2012). However, the 

importance of the correct utilization of this information has been neglected– the fruitful integration of 

customer information into companies’ activities (Campbell, 2003). It is easy to understand that it does 

not matter how well customer data is turned into useful customer information if employees and managers 

are not capable of using it and turning it into profitable actions. 

Knowing customer’s preferences results from an intensive study of historic data on customer’s behavior 

from collecting huge amounts of customer data. However, in business-to-business markets, customer 

information is much more than understanding customer’s preferences. Favorable customer information 

comes from understanding the customer’s business – how they compete, how they sell, how they 

innovate, etc. (Rollins, Bellenger, & Johnston, 2012). In cases when product differentiation is not the 

key point for customers, companies develop lock-in mechanisms by using customer information to gain 

market share (Lehmann & Buxmann, 2009). 

Being able to gather customer data and turn it into customer information may require some investment 

in Information Technology systems (only justifiable on a larger scale) and, undisputedly, serious 

personal time. So, when constructing the strategic plan for AIDA it will be crucial to gather and analyze 

potential customer data in order to get proper customer information. Even spending a lot of time building 

this information, with excellent results, they can become useless if not applied correctly on the strategic 

management. Due to the competitive nature of this market, this information should be targeted into the 

differentiation of the product (Zahay & Peltierb, 2008) and its placement in order to gain competitive 

advantage. 
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2.2.3. Key Factors for Success (Steps 4 and 5) 

As it is clear by now, the focus of this work is to address the problem of how this technology should be 

commercialized. Not only how the spin-off should be conducted, but if this approach is the most viable 

solution. The solution chosen must be adequate to each case depending on such factors from 

intellectual property considerations to market environment. In a study conducted in 2010 on “42 

commercialized inventions” (developed on Canadian universities), Pries & Guild focused (2010) on just 

that: “how characteristics of the technology affect the selection of business models”. In this study, four 

characteristics were analyzed - patens or other legal protection of the technology, complementary 

assets, commercial uncertainty and the “technological dynamism” of the area – against four hypotheses. 

The two hypotheses supported from the questionaries’ results were: “the greater the patent or other 

legal protection for the technology, the greater the likelihood that the technology will be commercialized 

by transferring limited rights to the technology to existing firms” and “the greater the commercial 

uncertainty associated with the technology, the greater the likelihood that the technology will be 

commercialized by creating a new firm to produce goods or services based on the technology or by 

transferring substantially all of the rights to the technology to an existing firm”. Both these hypotheses 

shall be confronted with AIDA’s characteristics in order to determine which is the business model that 

maximizes the performance of the technology’s commercialization. The four technology characteristics 

considered on the study are deeply described throughout this dissertation and after being analyzed it 

will be possible to understand which are the key technology factors that leverage AIDA and how they 

must be exploited. 

In order to identify the key factors for success in this industry, a brief analysis of the competitors’ product 

history should also be developed. From that point on, some important factors of the market will be 

identified which will allow to better understand how to potentiate AIDA. For this analysis, the choices 

were: the pioneer Barcelona Design (no longer operating) and the two rival tools already mentioned 

when analyzing the state of the art – Virtuoso Neocircuit by Cadence and Titan Accelerators by 

Synopsys. 

2.2.4. Setting Goals and Objectives (Step 6) 

After clarifying the vision and mission of the firm, it will be necessary to convert those into explicit 

objectives (Thompson, et al., 2013). Managing by Objectives (MBO) is a management approach that 

consists in the definition of objectives that must be shared by all the employees. The fulfilling of 

objectives depends on the well establishment of them and an effective way to assure that is through the 

SMART-Goals-Method (Milgram, Spector, & Treger, 1999). 

There are many doubts about the origins of this acronym (SMART). The first published use of this term 

was in 1981, with the form presented below (Doran, 1981) (however some other authors have been 

making some adjustments over the years): 

Specific – It should describe specifically the result expected, so it can be easily understood by the 

employee; 

Measurable – It must be possible to objectively evaluate the accomplishment of the goal. 
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Attainable – The goal must be oriented to a specific individual or group so it is in line with their specific 

skills and capabilities. 

Realistic – If the goal is not achievable, it is not motivating to the people responsible. If the objective is 

clearly not possible to be fulfilled (because of the requirements, the deadline, etc.), it becomes 

disregarded and, ultimately, forgotten. 

Time bound– The fulfilment of each objective must have a deadline. Objectives are not timeless, they 

relate to an action that must be completed in a certain period of time. Also, in order to be possible to 

evaluate how the firm is doing (if it is achieving predetermined objectives), it is mandatory that those 

objectives have a specific time limit. 

In this sense, when setting objectives for the company, this approach will be followed. The purpose of 

setting objectives relies on the necessity to align the company’s assets together and also to have 

measurable performance indicators. So, firstly, the definition of the objectives it is something that should 

be discussed between the management and the future accountable personal for its fulfilment. Secondly, 

it will be very important to develop measurement mechanisms to be able to monitor the accomplishment 

of the objectives. 

2.2.5. Crafting a Strategy (Step 7) 

2.2.5.1. Competitive Advantage 

The ultimate goal of strategic planning is developing and enhancing a sustainable competitive 

advantage impossible or at least difficult to duplicate (Scarborough, 2011). According to Porter (2004), 

the three best strategies to achieve competitive advantage are: cost, differentiation and segmentation. 

By other words, a company can develop a competitive advantage by: 

 Cost leadership – If the company is capable of producing cheaper than the rivals, has a chance 

to conquer more price sensitive customers; 

 Differentiation – Differentiation may require a bigger investment on R&D but, when its value is 

well perceived by customers, it may create a solid competitive advantage. 

 Segmentation – Porter’s third strategy is related to the segmentation of the market. By narrowing 

the focus of the company to a specific niche (being this niched motivated by price or specialized 

products), the company has a better chance to become an exclusive vendor to that niche. 

The choice of the path for a sustainable competitive advantage should depend on the company’s core 

competences. These core competences are what allow the company to be, for example, competitive on 

price or the perfect suit for a specific niche. They are the combination of the company’s capabilities, 

skills and lessons learned and should be efficiently targeted to the development of a sustainable 

competitive advantage perceived by the customer. (Scarborough, 2011) 

The choice of the approach to get a competitive advantage will be the base of the strategy planning. 

The chosen strategy will be the one that, regarding AIDA’s potential and capabilities, maximizes the 

expected profit and growth. 
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2.2.5.2. Pricing 

A company values its output through pricing strategies. The result of a pricing strategy affects the 

perceived value for its customers (being a company or an individual) and also expresses how the 

company interacts with its environment – how a company positions itself along competitors and its 

strategic plans (Lancioni, Schau, & Smith, 2005). It has been observed that pricing has, on average, a 

more significant impact on a companies’ results than any other financial aspect: “…a 5% increase in 

average selling price increases earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) by 22% on average, compared 

with the increase of 12% and 10% for a corresponding increase in turnover and reduction in costs of 

goods sold, respectively.” (Hinterhuber, 2004). This conclusion derives from the observation of the 

average values of a sample of Foutune 500 companies. It is important to notice that this phenomenon 

is increasingly clear when price elasticity is higher (which is expectable on a market where differentiation 

assume an important role). So, pricing should assume a substantial stance when developing a strategic 

plan. 

The setting and modification of prices should be in line with the company’s overall marketing planning 

process (Lancioni, Schau, & Smith, 2005) and internal economic considerations. However, pricing 

should not be an isolated action. By other words, pricing strategies should involve a complex knowledge 

of the market from the competitors, customers and political and external economic environment 

perspective. Companies must use information about customers (as previously described), competitors, 

and market demand to set the price. Detailed customer information should help creating detailed pricing 

schemes that are attractive to customers and favorable to product’s perceived value (Rohitratana & 

Altmann, 2012). As it was stated earlier, customer information might be very hard to gather and even 

harder to put into profitable use. So, companies tend to discard the use of this kind of knowledge and 

create simpler pricing strategies based on cost – such as cost-plus pricing – or even based on observed 

result – derivative-follower pricing (Dasgupta & Das, 2000). Derivative-follower pricing is a dynamic 

pricing strategy that neither uses information about competitor or buyers, has been proven inefficient by 

itself but can be interesting when refined and so, useful when market information is scarce. It consists 

in moving the price according to market response – while profitability is increasing the price is changed 

in a constant direction, as soon as profitability starts decreasing, price direction is changed (Dasgupta 

& Das, 2000). 

The pricing strategy will definitely require an intensive customer study. After targeting the customers’ 

segment, it will be necessary to gather information about willingness to pay and cross that information 

with the shareholders perspective of returns. 

2.2.5.3. Selling 

When selling software in a business-to-business market it is common to find the three following different 

kinds of selling strategies – Software as a Service (SaaS), Perpetual Software (PS) (Rohitratana & 

Altmann, 2012) and “Ephemeral Licenses” (EL). Nowadays, the most usual selling strategies in the 

software industry are still PS – one-time payment, with the possibility of buying periodic updates – and 

EL – normally an annual or monthly license that must be renewed when the time limit is reached. SaaS 
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vendors companies make their product available for customers and charge for each time customer uses 

it (pay-per-use), making the price proportional to the use that the customer gives to the product. 

In the EDA market, companies might be reluctant to send their circuits online (business model of SaaS), 

to the optimization engines, in order to protect their intellectual property. Even if the vendor assures top-

of-the-line security systems on their data centers – where the application would be stored and where 

the optimization would take place – companies prefer to keep their designing processes in-house. That 

is the reason that makes a SaaS model an unviable solution to explore AIDA. The predominant current 

selling strategy in the EDA market is EL. 

2.3. ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION: STATE OF THE ART 

2.3.1. Traditional Analog Design 

Figure 3 shows the typical design flow for “handmade” analog design. This is an iterative process that 

should be repeated until accepted levels of performance are met. The base of this process is a 

specification set (both performance and functional specs) that should be met by the selected circuit 

topology. From this specification, schematic and devices sizes are calculated manually. After that, there 

exists a valid circuit whose performance can be verified through a simulator, e.g., HSPICE from 

Synopsys, which predicts how the chip would behave in the selected integration technology. Until 

performance goals (such as size and power) are reached, this process is repeated. When the desired 

performance is finally attained, the layout stage is initiated. At this point, a physical design engineer will 

perform the layout and, once again, will run it against a simulator to confirm if the physical circuit still 

meets the initial specifications – in some cases, the transition to the physical state can significantly 

change the circuit performance. When specification are not met, the circuit returns to the first stage so 

that the necessary changes can be made. 

 

Figure 3 Traditional Iterative Analog Design (Source: EE Times) 
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2.3.2. EDA Tools 

2.3.2.1. Cadence Virtuoso NeoCircuit and Layout Suite GXL 

Cadence Virtuoso NeoCircuit “enables designers to automatically size, bias, and verify analog and RF 

circuits” (Cadence Design Systems, Inc., 2007) (Figure 4), while the layout (the placement and routing) 

is conducted by Virtuoso Layout Suit GXL (Cadence Design Systems, Inc, 2012). 

 

Figure 4 Candece’s Virtuoso NeoCircuit Design Flow (adapted from (Cadence Design Systems, Inc., 2007)) 

 

Figure 5 Cadence Virtuoso Neocircuit GUI (Source: Cadence's Website) 

As AIDA, Neocircuit (Figure 6) optimizes circuit design implementing simulation-based approach 

methods, in particular, Monte Carlo simulations. This methodology is very flexible once it accommodates 

any different kind of circuit topology. Consequently, the accuracy is very high since this high flexibility 

reduces the need of approximations. Finally, simulation-based approach it is also the one that requires 

less interaction – it is only necessary to configure design parameters to start the optimization (therefore 

decreasing setup time). 
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Figure 6 Cadence Virtuoso Layout Suite GXL GUI (Source: Cadence's Website) 

The Virtuoso Layout Suite GXL is responsible for the circuit layout. As AIDA-L, this tool is capable of 

automate and optimize layout offering technologies for placement and routing. This tool, as well as 

NeoCircuit, is integrated in the Virtuoso Suite Family, comprising some integration capabilities. It has a 

user friendly GUI (Figure 6) that allows to open different designs or different views of the same design 

in different tabs, to provide “fast access to multiple designs in an intuitive manner” (Cadence Design 

Systems, Inc, 2012). 

2.3.2.2. Synopsys Titan Accelerators 

 

Figure 7 - Magma's Titan Design Flow (Magma Design Automation, Inc, 2009) 

This tool, previously developed by Magma, is now a Synopsys’ product (since Synopsys acquired 

Magma in 2012). The design flow of Titan Accelerators (Figure 7) is somehow similar to NeoCircuit and 

AIDA. Titan ADX, as AIDA-C, is responsible for circuit sizing, while Titan AVP and SBR (now 

compressed into one – Titan SBR) are responsible for placement and routing, respectively (as AIDA-L). 
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Figure 8 Magma Titan ADX Interface (Source: EE Times) 

Contrary to AIDA and NeoCircuit, the Titan Accelerators model the circuit into analytic design equations 

(in MathLab language) (Figure 8). These equations allow the performance optimization to be carried out 

as an optimization problem, so the optimization is carried out through those equations. This equation-

based technique provides a shorter evaluation time (which can result in a faster design time). However, 

despite the advances of this technology, and also because of the complexity inherent to analog circuit 

design, it is not possible yet to model every design characteristics on analytical equations. This makes 

it necessary to use approximation methods which will penalty the accuracy of the output (Barros, 

Guilherme, & Horta, 2010). 

Table 1 Magma Titan ADX vs Traditional Design (Magma Design Automation, Inc, 2009) 

 

Table 1 Magma Titan ADX vs Traditional Design  is an excellent example of the positive consequences 

of using these tools. On this table, it is possible to observe the results of some tests conducted by 

Magma (at that time) to compare manual design with its optimization tool – Titan ADX. The results could 

not be clearer and favorable to these mechanisms. Using Titan ADX, was possible to reduce operation 

times by over 1090 times and, also very important, with better power performance (up to 50% power 

consumption decreases). 

These values (on Table 1 Magma Titan ADX vs Traditional Design ) are from 2011, when Titan was still 

developed by Magma. It can only be expected that, as for now, the performance of this tool is, if not 

equal, superior to what is presented above. Furthermore, it is also known from the experiences carried 
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on by a company (mentioned on 3.2.) that is currently using AIDA that Titan ADX output is inferior to 

AIDA’s. This shows the colossal power of AIDA to accelerate and enhance circuit design. 

2.3.2.3. MunEDA Wicked 

The Wicked suite from MunEDA offers a large range of EDA tools. However, this analysis will only be 

focused on the Circuit Optimization and Sizing group. As AIDA and NeoCircuit, Wicked develops the 

optimization through simulation methods (Figure 9) (which are fast and accurate). Besides Monte Carlo, 

Wicked is packed with some other circuit analysis tools which provide different kinds of analysis. This 

package also contains three different sizing tools which also increase the flexibility and robustness of 

the tool. 

 

Figure 9 Muneda's Wicked Analysis and Sizing Flow (MunEDA GmbH, 2014) 

On Figure 10, it is possible to observe the variety of the Wicked GUI environment which reflects the 

multidimensionality of the system provided by MunEDA. 

 

Figure 10 Muneda Wicked Interface (MunEDA GmbH, 2014) 

2.3.2.4. Solido Analog+ Suite 

The Analog+ tool developed by Solido is somehow different from the previously described ones. This 

tool, when integrated in Cadence’s Virtuoso Suite, accelerates and enhances sizing. 

Circuit design is being continuously developed to smaller and smaller process technologies. As size 

decreases, variations effects increase – the smaller the technology the more PVT variations should be 

analyzed and, consequently, Monte Carlo simulations become longer. However, there are only some 

corners that really cause serious variations to the performance - those are the 3-sigma corners. This is 
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the only tool capable of extracting those 3σ statistical corners and overlook the remaining in order to 

achieve accurate results much faster. 

As it is possible to see on Figure 11, Analog+ is integrated in the verification stages of Virtuoso’s Design 

Flow, accelerating the optimization process while achieving equally accurate designs (Solido Design 

Automation, 2012). 

 

Figure 11 Analog+ Design Flow integrated in Cadence's Virtuoso (Solido Design Automation, 2012) 
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Chapter 3 MARKET ANALYSIS  

3.1. MARKET STRUCTURE 

There is no doubt that the EDA market is a “giants market” and the leaders are Cadence, Synopsys and 

Mentor Graphics. Although they together “only” have 60% of the market share, the other companies are 

not as big on this segment. There are other large companies on this market (for example ANSYS, listed 

on NASDAQ) but they are not “pure” EDA companies, i.e., their core business is not EDA (so, their 

weight on this market is not so relevant). It is also fair to affirm that each one of the three has its own 

submarket - Synopsys holds digital, Cadence leads in analog and mixed signal, and Mentor dominates 

embedded design (Covey, 2012) – although they compete fiercely on all of them. This means that each 

one is a dominant company in a given submarket, but not monopolists. 

As it will be demonstrated further ahead (5.3.), since the regulation policy is not very strict in this 

business, these companies have been spending over the years hundreds of millions (or in some case 

billions) of dollars investing on acquisitions of smaller competitors with great potential value. Sometimes, 

these acquisitions bring about the maintenance of the development of the products owned by the 

acquired company (Synopsys and Magma), but often they end up on the termination of the acquired. It 

is also very common for these companies to acquire failed start-ups just for the sake of their assets – 

an excellent opportunity to appropriate new technologies on a lower price. 

 

Figure 12 Evolution of EDA revenues’ market share (Source: Cadence, Synopsys and Mentor Graphics Annual 
Financial Reports2) 

 As it is possible to see from Figure 12, the market share of each one of the three is relatively similar. 

So, it is important to notice that these figures are not directly related to the tools AIDA would be 

competing against, but to the whole EDA market (the values regarding the total of the industry are from 

the EDA Consortium3). 

It is perceivable that the market structure has been relatively constant over the last years, with the three 

big leaders sharing above 60% of the total market revenues. From this data, it is possible to deduct an 

approximation of the Herfindahl Index (Equation 1), in order to evaluate the market structure of this 

industry. This supports the appraisal of the market’s competition through a calculation using the 

companies’ relative size. 

𝐻 = ∑ 𝑠𝑖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Equation 1 Herfindahl Index Calculation 

H is the Herfindahl Index 

                                                      
2 Available on their websites 
3 International association of companies developing EDA tools and services 
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N is the number of companies 

si is the market share of company i 

As it was not possible to access the values for the revenue of the firms which are not quoted, a 

reasonable assumption will have to be made in order to calculate the index: the market share of the 

fourth biggest company is smaller than 5%, turning its contribution almost irrelevant to the calculation. 

The reason that makes this assumption fair is: a study conducted in 2010 concluded that the five biggest 

EDA companies (in revenue) were, from the largest to the smaller: Synopsys, Cadence, Mentor 

Graphics, SpringSoft and Magma. The sales of Magma represented in 2010 less than 2.5% of the total 

EDA industry revenue. In addition, on 2012, SpringSoft and Magma were acquired by Synopsys. 

According to the assumption previously described and justified, the Herfindahl Index of the EDA market 

in 2012 was 0.1418. This supports the possibility that this is a competitive market, contrary to what might 

be expected (actually, given that there are three big firms that apparently dominate the market, one 

could expect an oligopolistic structure). Because of the differentiated nature of the product, it is even 

possible to admit that this is a case of monopolistic competition. Considering the differentiation inherent 

to this industry (perceived by the customers) vendors have some control over price. 

To confirm the monopolistic structure it is important to compute the index in a situation where the fourth 

company has a market share slightly lower than the third one and the remaining market share is divided 

for the minimum number of companies as possible. In 2012 the sum of the market share of the three 

giants was 64% with the value of the third equal to 17%. In accordance to the previously stated, the 

market share of the fourth company will be 16%. The remaining 20% will be divided in the way that 

maximizes the Index, so there will be a company with also 16% and another one with 4%. The sum of 

the squares of this market shares consists in the maximum value of the Herfindahl Index in this market 

(solely knowing the market share of the three biggest companies), which is 0.1946. As expected, the 

Index is now bigger because the market is more concentrated. However, it still indicates that this is a 

competitive market - possibly monopolistic competition. This market structure, however, has other 

consequences which are important to explore – the relationship between the market structure and 

innovation. 

As it was previously stated, this industry has still a lot of space to evolve and, being a business-to-

business industry with such powerful customers, the enhancing of these tools is of much significance to 

the modern society. So, the allocation of funds (by the firms) to Research and Development (R&D) 

should be prioritized. While Schumpeter (1942) defended that innovation is higher when there is market 

power, Arrow (1962) believed that a competitive environment benefits innovation. In an industry where 

competition is high and price cannot be freely used as a competition weapon, a natural way to achieve 

a competitive advantage is through product differentiation (which is possible only by investing in R&D). 

A clear proof that these corporate giants understand this framework is the fact that from 2010 to 2012 

these three companies spent together more than 3.5 billion dollars, a considerable amount compared 

to their revenues (Table 13), in R&D. 

 

Figure 13 - Market Leaders' Revenue Evolution (constant 2012 prices) (Source: Annual Financial Reports) 
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Figure 13 shows the evolution of the revenues of the three big players – Cadence, Synopsys and Mentor. 

Until 2007, Cadence was the market leader, however, it seems that unlike its rivals, Cadence might 

have suffered a lot with the Crash of 2008. In 2008, Cadence recorded the lowest revenues since 2003 

(a decrease of more than one third from 2007), losing the leadership of the market to Synopsys. 

Moreover, it is possible to observe that, despite Cadence’s fallback on 2008, the sales evolution of these 

three enterprises has been very similar (and the values relatively constant), and not negatively 

correlated. This might mean that, besides the market is growing, customers are somehow loyal to their 

EDA software provider – after a company chooses and licenses a software, it will likely rebuy the same 

product or service on the next year. One of the possible reasons for that is the fact that the use of this 

kind of products follows a learning curve: it might be necessary to invest time and money on training 

when starting to work with a new tool, so companies tend to avoid changing the vendor once this barrier 

is overcame. There are important switching costs, which provide firms with some degree of market 

power, typical again in a monopolistic competition market structure. 

In the interest of identifying and analyzing the potential market for AIDA, the approach to companies 

that are not being served by any other rival product shall be prioritized: a “business creating” strategy 

(instead of “business stealing”). And, on the other hand, it is crucial to mitigate the learning curve of 

AIDA and clarify its advantages against other tools. 

 

Figure 14 - EDA Total Revenue Evolution (constant June 2013 prices) (Source: EDA Consortium) 

On Figure 14, it is possible to observe the evolution of the revenues of the EDA industry (once again, 

as it is not possible to isolate Analog EDA, all the figures refer to the entire EDA industry). All the values 

are expressed in constant June 2013 prices. It can be easily concluded that this market has been 

growing over the years. However, in 2012 the growth was not as evident as observed before. 

Nevertheless, as it is possible to see on Figure 14, the sales growth of the “three big companies” in 2012 

is similar to the growth in 2011. So, it is possible to conclude that the market leaders are taking business 

away from the rest (a business stealing phenomenon that is also observable in Figure 13). This effect 

is a consequence of the aggressive acquisition strategy taken by the leaders and described at the 

beginning of this chapter. 

There is another important phenomenon to analyze:  the fourth quarter’s revenue is always higher than 

the one of the first quarter of the following year. This may be due to the fact that the revenues of this 

market consist mostly of annual licenses and, apparently, a large part of the fees are paid on the second 

semester of the year. 

3.2. COMPANIES’ HISTORY 

3.2.1.1. Barcelona Design 

BARCELONA DESIGN, INC was the first EDA company to sell equation-based analog synthesis tools. 

Barcelona Design commercialized their EDA tool in a SaaS (Software as a Service) model. They 

provided an application via Web-browser and the designers would pay on a pay-per-use basis ($500 to 

$2,000 in 2000). The costumer would send the specifications so Barcelona engineers could create an 
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equation-based representation of the design, through Barcelona’s modeling tool. Then, “the customer 

would license Barcelona's intellectual property (IP) along with its synthesis tool, then use the tool to 

optimize circuits for a specific fab and process”. This model required a growing workforce that showed 

to be unsustainable. (UBM Tech, 2000a) 

Later, in 2004, Barcelona Design changed its SaaS solution for a licensing model. This swap allowed 

Barcelona to reduce workforce costs and to become profitable again. Some months later, in March 2005, 

the company went out of business and sold its technology to Sabio Labs (later bought by Magma, which 

was bought by Synopsys). At that time, Barcelona had Joe Costello (now former CEO of Cadence) as 

Board Member. (UBM Tech, 2004a) 

3.2.1.2. Cadence Virtuoso Neocircuit 

Neolinear was founded in 1996 after one decade of work by professors of electrical and computer 

Engineering at Carnegie Mellon Engineering. They developed EDA tools for Analog and Mixed Signal 

Design and until 2004 they had raised $ 16 million in venture capital funding. (Carnegie Mellon 

University, 2004) 

Neolinear was bought by Cadence on February 2004 for an undisclosed amount (probably above $ 100 

million (see American City Business Journals, (2004)) in order to strength Cadence’s position on the 

Analog and Mixed-Systems tools market. This deal resulted on an absorption of Neolinear’s products, 

employees and contracts (one of which represented a multimillion dollar deal with the Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency). However this was not the first time that the interests of both 

companies met: since 2001, Cadence had been the exclusive distributer of the layout tool NeoCell, 

worldwide; on the beginning of 2003, Neolinear announced that Cadence would be their representative 

in Asia, taking advantage of the dominant market share of the giant – at this time, Neolinear was already 

very popular in Japan (“Seven of the top ten Japanese semiconductor leaders have already started 

adoption of NeoCircuit and NeoCircuit-RF,” said Anthony Gadient) (Online Destiny Ltd., 2003). 

Nowadays, NeoCircuit and NeoCell, inserted in the Virtuoso product line, are still very important assets 

from Cadence and very popular tools on the EDA market. 

3.2.1.3. Synopsys Titan Accelerators 

The story of this powerful tool brings us back to a company named Magma Design Automation Inc. 

which was acquired by Synopsys in 2011 for the huge amount of $ 507 million (UBM Tech, 2011). 

Magma was a well kwon developer of EDA tools and its cash cows were definitely the Titan Accelerators 

(AMS tools for design optimization) and the FineSim simulator. 

Magma was founded in 1997 and raised $ 115 million in venture capital, it is important to note that this 

was the era of the dot-com bubble (Advameg Inc., 2006). During this bubble there was an excessive 

amount of capital draining into technology start-ups, so it was much easier to gather million dollar 

investments. Part of this money was used to sign a world class R&D team to respond to a hole in the 

EDA market, creating a system to aid IC designers, from the scratch. Through the years, Magma 

acquired smaller companies developing similar projects in order to implement some of their 

technologies: 
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• Sabio Labs – 2008 (UBM Tech, 2008) – Technology Migration (Sabio Labs had bought 

Barcelona Design); 

•  Moscape Inc. – 2000 (UBM Tech, 2000b) – Verification Tool; 

• Random Logic Corp.– 2003 (UBM Tech, 2003) – Extraction; 

• Mojave Design – 2004 (UBM Tech, 2004c) – Verification Tool; 

• ReShape Inc. – 2006 (UBM Tech, 2006) – Sizing; 

• ACAD – 2006 (Business Wire, 2006) – Simulation (FineSim developer); 

• Other strategic acquisitions. 

Finally, in 2011, Synopsys buys Magma. Some analysts believe that this acquisition was mostly due to 

the rivalry in the simulators markets. Since the appearance of FineSim, Synopsys HSPICE’s had been 

losing a considerable amount of business to Magma’s simulator (for example, Samsung had started 

using FineSim over HSPICE) (Cooley, 2011). Also, the Titan Accelerators were considered serious 

competitors of Cadence’s Virtuoso line and through this acquisition Synopsys had a chance to become 

a powerful in this market and gain some market share from the rivals Cadence and Mentor. 

Actually, this was not the first time Synopsys made a relevant acquisition on this particular area of the 

EDA market. On January 2004, Synopsys bought Analog Design Automation, Inc. (ADA), a company 

on which they had already invested $8 million one year earlier (out of a total 17million dollars on venture 

funding). As the name suggests, ADA developed EDA tools for the Analog Design. At that time, ADA 

was the leading provider of high-capacity optimization tools for the analog, mixed-signal, and custom IC 

markets. Their most famous line, and probably the principal aspect that captured Synopsys interest, is 

the Genius Line. (UBM Tech, 2004b) 

As it was already stated and as it is possible to conclude from the history of these three 

products/companies, the giants dominate the market and acquire any new potential rival technology. 

Also, it can even be stated that those acquisitions are quite fruitful for the companies that are acquired. 

As in most of other markets, the product quality is very important but, as it was observed in the Barcelona 

case, it can be insufficient. So, it is very important to invest time when developing the strategy for AIDA, 

to thoroughly consider all the options in order to choose the one that best serves the stakeholders 

interests. 
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Chapter 4 AIDA 

4.1. TOOL OVERVIEW 

Software tools like AIDA arise in order to automate the entire design flow from a circuit level specification 

to a physical layout description (as described in the previous section), saving long days or even weeks 

of skilled engineers on repetitive manual tasks that could be spent on a more creative work. This tool 

works as explained bellow (also illustrated on Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 AIDA Architecture (Martins, Lourenço, Rodrigues, Guilherme, & Horta, 2012) 

As already mentioned, AIDA is composed by AIDA-C and AIDA-L. AIDA-C is responsible for the 

synthesis automation. This tool, with an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI), will act on the first half 

of the design flow – based on the given specifications and through an “elitist multi-objective evolutionary 

optimization kernel NSGA-II”, sizing optimization is carried out. The sizing consists in the definition of 

the dimension of the components that constitute the IC – the widths and lengths of the transistors, 

resistors, capacitors, etc. Then, from the sized circuit-level description (output from AIDA-C), AIDA-L is 

capable of making the transformation to the physical level. This transformation implies the application 

of evolutionary optimization kernels to the placement – arrangement of the components on the minimum 

space – and routing – how those components are connected – taking into account the same goals that 

were stated previously (minimizing power, size, etc.). After this stage is completed, an optimized 

physical design is generated (in GDSII format, an industry standard format for IC layout artwork). 

However, last validation must be carried out to confirm if the initial specifications are met (Martins R. , 

Lourenço, Rodrigues, Guilherme, & Horta, 2012). 

 

Figure 16 Input (left) and Output (right) of AIDA-C (Source: (Lourenço & Horta, 2012)) 
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The designer interface was made simple but efficient (Figure 16 and Figure 17), allowing the designer 

to monitor the optimization and stopping it when an acceptable performance is reached. It is also very 

versatile, allowing the integration with other commercial design suites by presenting the output in GDSII 

format. (Martins R. , Lourenço, Rodrigues, Guilherme, & Horta, 2012) 

 

Figure 17 AIDA GUI (Source: (Martins, Lourenço, & Horta, 2013)) 

Over the last couple of months, AIDA has been utilized by a multinational company with office in France. 

What is most important to realize is that, before choosing AIDA, the company compared AIDA results 

with other competing solutions for circuit level sizing and optimization. The fact that they embraced AIDA 

is nothing more than an irrefutable evidence that AIDA has the potential to compete against the best 

offers on the market of analog design automation. This “pilot contract” is an excellent first market 

experience for AIDA as a commercial product and, because of the feedback provided by this customer, 

a robust tool. 

4.2. IP CIRCUMSTANCES 

The development of AIDA has benefited enormously from its environment, namely the conditions 

provided by IT and IST. Without those conditions that are translated into costs for the two institutions, 

this project would be unsustainable. So, naturally, IT and IST have rights about the intellectual property 

that is developed within their premises, using their resources (human or material). 

AIDA was developed by teaching staff, researchers and students of IST (described on the 3rd Article of 

the “Regulamento da Propriedade Intelectual do Instituto Superior Técnico”) although not using IST 

resources (described on the 2nd Article of the same document) because the space where the 

development took place is rented to IT. In these circumstances, the product of the research is covered 

by the arrangements inscribed on the document. 

The IT is considered an “Unidade de Investigação Associada do IST”, Under IST’s Articles of 

Association, published in Diário da República (Estatutos (Diário da República, 2.ª série — N.º 185 — 

25 de setembro de 2013), leaving no doubt that the project AIDA is covered by the Intellectual Property 

Rules of IST. 

Because AIDA was created and developed as an academic project, its results and methodologies have 

been published over the years, leaving a non-eligible status for patenting. Nevertheless, the code itself 

was never published, becoming the protected IP of the project. 

Furthermore, in the case of a spin-off, it may be necessary to bring venture capitalists to boost the spin-

off. Naturally, this would be a fourth entity (after IT, IST and the researchers) to have the right to equity. 

Either way, it will be necessary to assemble the different stakeholders in order to discuss IP rights. 

4.3. COMPARING THE DIFFERENT TOOLS 

To understand the potential of the commercialization of this tool, its comparison with the tools that are 

currently on the market is indispensable. Until now, it was not possible to compare, within IT, the 
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performance of the software tools - however, a brief study of the state of the art by analyzing the 

products’ descriptions will be presented. Today, four of the principal products in the market that would 

be competitors to AIDA are: Virtuoso NeoCircuit and Custom Design Platform GXL from Cadence; Titan 

Accelerators from Synopsys; Analog+ Suite from Solido; Wicked by MunEDA. 

Table 2 presents some important specifications of AIDA and these four tools. 
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Table 2 Market tools Overview 

 AIDA 
Synopsys 

(Titan) 
Cadence 
(Virtuoso) 

SOLIDO 
Analog + Suite 

MunEDA 
Wicked 

Circuit Sizing 
and Optimization 

v v v v v 

System Sizing 
and Optimization 

x v x x x 

Automatic 
Circuit/System 
Topology 
Exploration 

x v x x x 

Mix Signal (AMS) v v v v v 

Technology 
Migration 

x v v v x 

PVT4 Corners v v v v v 

Layout Routing v v v 
Supports 

Verification 

x 

Layout 
Placement 

v v v x 

Optimization 
Method 

Simulation 
Based 

Equation 
Based 

Simulation 
Based 

Simulation 
Based 

Simulation 
Based 

Accuracy ++ + ++ ++ ++ 

Setup Time ++ + ++ ++ ++ 

Evaluation Time + ++ + +++ + 

Simulators 
Integration 

Synopsys 
HSPICE®; 
Mentor 
Eldo®; 
Cadence 
Spectre® 

Synopsys 
HSPICE® 

Most 
FastMOS 
Simulators 

Synopsys® 
HSPICE®, 
FineSim®, 
CustomSim®; 
Cadence® 
Spectre®, 
Virtuoso®; APS 
Berkeley 
Design® 
Analog 
FastSPICE™ 

Synopsys-
HSPICE®, 
Mentor 
Eldo® - 
MunEDA-
Module BAS: 
Parallel 
Simulator 
Interface 

Table 2 compares AIDA, with the most popular alternatives currently on the market. Only tools capable 

of making synthesis and circuit optimization for Analog circuits were analyzed, so, the first feature is 

naturally common to all of them. The second feature is the capability of handling entire systems (a set 

of circuits). The only tool that is capable of sizing and optimizing a system as a whole is the Titan by 

Synopsys. Being a limitation of AIDA, it will be important to understand the importance of this feature to 

designers and consider its implementation. “Automatic Circuit/system topology exploration” is related to 

system optimization and, naturally, only Titan offers this feature. 

 Mix Signal (or AMS) consists on the capability to analyze digital extensions of an analog circuit. As it is 

possible to conclude from Table 2, this is a common feature and so, it is not necessary to study its 

importance to the designer. 

                                                      
4 Process, Voltage and Temperature 
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PVT corners analysis allows to test the circuit against different conditions of Process Voltage and 

Temperature combination. This aspect implies a more accurate simulation and, consequently, a more 

accurate design. 

Over the aspects analyzed, another limitation encountered in AIDA is the fact that it is not able to develop 

automatic technology migration. This feature consists on the capability to automatically re-design the 

circuit for new process technology. For instance, when there is a development on the materials or size 

of the transistors, it may be worthwhile to adapt the existing circuits to incorporate the new technology. 

Regarding Layout Routing and Placement, only MunEDA does not support this feature, making 

necessary the integration with other tool. It might be interesting to explore this flaw in order to arrange 

an agreement to, for instance and as mentioned on 2.1.1. license AIDA’s layout capabilities to MunEDA 

and build a strategic alliance. 

As it was said in 4.1., AIDA uses a simulation based optimization method which enables a high accuracy 

with a little longer evaluation time than the equation based alternatives (Titan by Synopsys) that require 

a longer setup time. 

In order to analyze the commercial potential of AIDA it will be necessary to understand which are the 

most important features to the potential customers. And so, the questionnaire (mentioned on 2.2.2.1.) 

must be capable of extrapolate this information to make sure that AIDA is in line with the designer’s 

needs. The questionnaire must contain one or more questions to ascertain the importance given to the 

different EDA tools’ features. 
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Chapter 5 CUSTOMER DATA COLLECTION AND 

ANALYSIS  

An important aspect of this study relies on the customer data collection and analysis. From that 

information, it will be possible to have a better understanding of the market. In this stage, questionnaires 

targeted to designers from the academia and the industry were conducted. This survey intends to create 

a clearer vision of the potential customers to aid the strategic planning. 

As it will be further explained, because the target clients of this venture are international companies it 

was not possible to access a relevant number of potential customers. However, by using the scarce 

available resources, some customer information was acquired. 

5.1. QUESTIONNAIRES 

The importance of a thorough questionnaire design is defended by many authors as the heart of a fruitful 

survey. Even when questions are well formulated and the respondents answered them truthfully, if the 

questionnaire design is not done in the right circumstances (relevant and diversified sample e.g.) and 

taken into account the hypotheses to test, its value is scarce (Oppenheim, 1992). It is important to 

distinguish a simple “fact-gathering” questionnaire from a well though survey. The design of a survey 

requires technical knowledge and a devoted intellectual exercise to understand what information to 

collect (Oppenheim, 1992). 

In the study of the problematic of questionnaire design, Oppenheim (1992) described the several steps 

to follow in order to conduct and analyze valuable research. The process must begin with a definition of 

the aims of the study that must become “operationalized aims”, as for instance, hypotheses to be tested. 

From this introduction, it will be possible to start to understand which variables should be measured and 

which questions must be formulated. After this first step, the author suggests a literature review followed 

by exploratory interviews and a revision of the conceptualization of the research objectives. Then, a 

feasibility study must be made, with an inventorying of the resources in order to understand if it is 

necessary to abandon the study or to reduce its aims. After having the aim of the study well defined and 

in line with the possibilities, it is necessary to decide which hypotheses will be investigated. Having the 

hypotheses defined, it becomes possible to list the variables to measure. After that, it is time to start 

designing the chosen research instruments (questionnaires, interview schedules, etc.) and test them 

with necessary “pilot work”, this is a recursive stage as after making possible corrections, the tests must 

be repeated. The following step is sample design. Before selecting the people to approach, it is important 

to dedicate time to study how the sample must be constituted. The ideal representative sample, often 

referred as “probability sample”, must be such that every single member of the population must have 

the same probability of being selected. This ideal sample is impossible to achieve in most of the cases. 

There are various statistical methods to draw representative samples with those characteristics, 

however it is necessary to list the entire population, a task that would be extremely time consuming if 

not impossible as in this case. The author presents other approximate methods to sample populations, 
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such as “cluster sample” – take advantage of the structural nature of populations to reduce the effort of 

the selection, however, this method also admits that the researchers have access to any member of the 

population – and “quota sampling” – requires knowledge of the population demographics to create a 

sample with the same characteristics. 

With the sample selection ends the preliminary stage and all the conditions are in place to set off for 

“field work”. This is when the data collection process actually takes place and the “real-time” monitoring 

of results is recommended in order to make sure that everything is going according to plans. 

After having the results, it is time to process them in order to be suited for the statistical analysis. The 

first step of this stage should begin before the questionnaire design - to explore which tools are available 

and which are the most appropriate. The questionnaire must be constructed having in mind which tools 

will be used to analyze the data. In order to facilitate data processing the share of closed pre-coded 

answers (such as check-boxes or scales) much be maximized. This strategy will obviously reduce the 

workload on data-processing tremendously. A process known as “coding” facilitates data processing. 

The coding process consists of assigning a number to each possible response to accelerate the 

registration on a computer. This code can also be used to simplify the programming of the statistical 

analysis of the data. Another action strongly suggested is to “serial case number” each respondent so 

that responses do not get mixed up. 

Before starting the statistical analysis there is yet one last procedure to accomplish – “Cleaning the data 

set”. This procedure should be thorough in order to identify and correct data entry errors and 

inconsistences from the respondents. It will also be necessary to consider the problem of missing data. 

Sometimes there will be uncompleted questionnaires. There are two options to deal with these cases: 

“listwise deletion” – total suppression of the respondent from the database – and “pairwise deletion” – 

temporary removal of the respondent when analyzing results dependent on the missing answers and 

considering the given answers on the rest of the analysis. 

In the scope of the statistical analysis, there are four “predictable stages”: “univariates” – only one 

variable at a time (to describe the demographics of the demand and to help determining future stages 

of the analysis) – “bivariates” – such as cross-tabulations, breakdowns and other tools to identify 

relations between two variables – “multivariates” – to relate more than two variables – and “special sub-

groups studies” – often taken after the main results have been analyzed but new research questions 

arise, consists of studying special sub-samples for special study. Most statistical analysis only covers 

the first two stages. 

In the course of the questionnaires design, the process described in 2.2.2.1 was followed. Firstly, the 

aims of the study where defined. The main objective of the survey was to gather customer information 

so, in order to accomplish that, it is necessary to understand which factors influence the relation of the 

designer with EDA tools. To that extent, some hypotheses are constructed: 

H1 – The usage of EDA tools5 for Analog Design is more common in the industry than in the academia. 

H2 – The number of projects a designer takes per year is positively related with EDA tools6 usage. 

H3 – In larger firms, the usage of EDA tools6 is more common than on smaller firms. 

H4 – Designers that work in large teams do not use EDA tools6 as much as designers on smaller teams. 

                                                      
5 Optimization tools, such as described at 2.3.2. (not counting CAD Frameworks or Simulators) 
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To test these hypotheses there is one dependent variable that is common to them all – if the designer 

uses or not an EDA tool for analog design. Each one of the hypotheses are related to an independent 

variable – role in the industry, number of projects taken per year, company and design team size, 

respectively. 

The second aim of the study is to discover which EDA tools’ features designers most value. In this 

regard, there must be one question, preferably with closed answers to identify the most important 

features. Along with the help of an EDA expert (this thesis’ supervisor), it was possible to construct a list 

with the main features, to include in the questionnaire, such as: Integration with the simulator you already 

use, Automatic Technology Migration, Layout: Automatic Placement, Gain in Design Time, etc.. 

Lastly, it would also be interesting to gather data about the simulators and CAD (Computer Aided 

Design) frameworks which are more popular among designers and, eventually, their relation with other 

variables. 

At this point, a significant amount of research had already been done (presented in this document) and 

the questionnaire was developed together with the referred experienced specialist in the area, 

eliminating the need for further investigation to accomplish this step. 

In the scope of the feasibility study, the means to address respondents were examined. The means and 

resources to contact a relevant number of designers were null. It soon became clear that would be 

impossible to construct a “probability sample”. Nevertheless, the decision was to carry on with the 

survey, having in mind that the results would be penalized by the quality of the sample. 

After that, it was time to enumerate all the variables necessary to the research and start the design of 

the questionnaire. The design was developed having in mind how the data processing and analysis 

would be proceeded. In order to facilitate those two processes, almost all of the questions have closed 

answers. 

The questionnaire is divided into two parts (Appendix 1). The first part is related with the respondent, to 

describe some demographic aspects of the sample. The second part inquires about some aspects of 

the designer’s work and his/her view on EDA tools. 

The questionnaires were conducted in two distinct ways: online and hand-on. The online questionnaire 

was developed on a platform called FreeOnlineSurveys.com. This tool allows to create questionnaires 

and monitor the answers. The online questionnaire was sent by e-mail to some personal contacts (most 

of them from Academia) and posted on three of the most famous internet forums of the Electronic Design 

Industry: SemiWiki.com, The Designer’s Guide and edaboard.com. Through this method, it was possible 

to gather some responses from European and Asian designers (a total of 26 questionnaires). 

Unfortunately, the “forums’ strategy” was not very successful, obtaining only 9 results, being the 

remaining 17 from Portuguese contacts. 

The hand-on was conducted on April 8th on the 23rd Workshop on Advances in Analog Circuit Design 

(AACD) that took place in Instituto Superior Técnico. This conference was attended by 100 people and 

56 answers were gathered. 
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5.2. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

5.2.1. Chi-Squared Test - Theoretical Introduction 

As it is explained in 5.1., the aim of this survey is to test the formulated hypotheses against the data 

gathered. In order to do so, and because the hypotheses imply a relationship between two categorical 

variables, the Person’s Chi-Square test (or chi-square test of association) is an adequate choice. 

Every test starts from the null hypothesis that says that there is no association between the variables. 

This hypothesis will be translated on the fact that, for each cell (combination of two categories in different 

variables) the number of occurrences is equal to 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 =  
𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
. The chi-square 

test measures the distance of the values observed in the sample and the expected count - however, it 

is not possible to value the strength of the relationship between the variables but only its significance. 

In order to measure the strength, another test can be used: Phi and Cramer’s V. 

To apply this test, there are two assumptions that, regarding the variables, must be met: 

 Assumption 1 – the two variables must be categorical (nominal or ordinal); 

 Assumption 2 – the two categories of each variable must be independent and exclusive between 

each other (one observation per subject). 

There is also one important consideration for the safety of this test. This aspect regards the observed 

and expected values of the sample: 

 Assumption 3 - less than 20% of the cells have an expected count less than five and all the 

individuals expected counts are, at least, 1. 

The test will be computed at SPSS which will produce the value for the Chi-Square (which will only 

indicate if the relationship is positive or negative) and the significance level – to decide on whether to 

accept or reject the hypothesis the default alpha 0,05 will be used. 

5.2.2. Question 1 – Age (Age) 

In order to understand the demographics of the respondents, the age is asked. The pre-coded answers 

were divided into age ranges of 10 years. 

Table 3 Age of the respondents (frequency and relative frequency) 

Age Total % 

< 30 29 35% 

30 > … > 40 34 41% 

40 > … > 50 12 15% 

50 > … > 60 7 9% 

> 60 0 0% 
Most of the respondents are less than 40 years old (76%). There was not any respondent older than 60 

years. 

This information will also be useful to relate with the experience variable in order to identify 

inconsistencies and correct anomalies. 
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5.2.3. Question 2 – Academic Degree (Degree) 

Information about the academic degree of the respondents is also important to describe the 

demographics of the sample. 

Table 4 Academic degree of the respondents (frequency and relative frequency) 

Academic Degree Total % 

PhD 22 27% 

MSc 51 62% 

Bachelor 9 11% 
Most of the respondents were Masters Graduates (62%), while 27% had their PhDs and only 11% were 

Bachelors. 

5.2.4. Question 3 – Work Location (Country) 

To continue the quest to describe the profile of the sample, this question is mandatory. In order to 

understand where the respondents are from, they were asked about their place of work. 

Table 5 Work location of the respondents (frequency and relative frequency) 

Work Location Total % 

Portugal 40 49% 

Netherlands 12 15% 

Italy 5 6% 

India 4 5% 

Germany 3 4% 

Belgium 3 4% 

Armenia 3 4% 

Switzerland 2 2% 

Ireland 2 2% 

Malaysia 1 1% 

China 1 1% 

Czech Republic 1 1% 

England 1 1% 

USA 1 1% 

Austria 1 1% 

France 1 1% 

Didn't Respond 1 1% 

 

A vast share of the respondents work in Portugal (49%). This is due to the fact that those were naturally 

the more easily contactable designers – half of the participants on the AACD 2014 were from Portugal 

plus some of Portuguese professional contacts. The phenomenon of a considerable amount of people 

from the Netherlands is explained by their abundant presence in the AACD. 

Because there are very few individuals from each location, it would be fallacious to attempt any relation 

with this variable. 
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5.2.5. Question 4 – Role in the Electronic Design Industry and Size of the Firm 

(FirmSize) 

The possible roles in the industry were divided into four categories: Salaried Designer – if the person is 

employed in a company; Freelancing Designer – if works on a freelancing basis; Academia – 

researchers and professors; Student – if he/she is still completing their academic degree. 

Table 6 Industry role of the respondents (frequency and relative frequency) 

Role Total % 

Salaried Designer 40 49% 

Freelancing Designer 1 1% 

Academia 17 21% 

Student 24 29% 

Almost half of the respondents were Salaried Designers (49%). This result is very positive because 

provides a relatively relevant sample of potential customers. Although the Universities are also potential 

customers, the target to commercialize AIDA is naturally the industry’s companies. Despite one 

freelancer (from which results cannot be in no way generalized), the remaining respondents were from 

the academic world (29% students and 21% of faculty members). 

Table 7 Academic Degree and Role in the industry of the respondent (frequency and relative frequency) 

  Salaried Designer Freelancing 
Designer 

Academia Student 

PhD 12 54.5% 1 4.5% 8 36.4% 1 4.5% 

MSc 23 45.1% 0 0.0% 8 15.7% 20 39.2% 

Bachelor 5 55.6% 0 0.0% 1 11.1% 3 33.3% 

 

In order to have a better understanding of the career trajectory of the designers, Table 7 relates their 

degree with their role in the industry (Question 4). As it is possible to see, a considerable part of the 

Bachelors and MScs intend to continue their studies. 

5.2.6. Question 5 – Experience in the Industry and Academia (ExpIndustry or 

ExpAcademy) 

5.2.6.1. Experience in the Industry (ExpIndustry) 

The data for this variable was gathered as a free answer question, and so its values are numeric and 

discrete (number of years). The descriptive statistics of the data is presented in Table 8. 

 

 

 

Table 8 Descriptive Statistics of the variable ExpIndustry 

Descriptive Statistics 
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 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

ExpIndustry 50 1 34 10.01 7.916 

Valid N (listwise) 50     

 
However, to simplify the analysis, the data was coded into four alternatives: “1-9”, 10-19”, 20-29” and 

“>30”. Table 9 presents the coded data. This variable will be used to test hypothesis H3. 

Table 9 Experience in the Industry (ExpIndustry) 

 Total % 
1-9 25 51% 
10-19 20 41% 
20-29 1 2% 
>29 3 6% 

 

5.2.6.2. Experience in the Academia (ExpAcademia) 

When analyzing the responses to this question, some incongruences were identified. The question was 

not perceived in the same way by all the respondents and so the data is corrupted. This was due to the 

fact that the questionnaire making process was taken against time because of the proximity with the 

AACD conference and there was no time to undertake the testing process (mentioned in the literature). 

5.2.7. Question 6 – Design Area (Area) 

This survey intended to study some aspects of the analog designers’ habits. To dismiss from the 

analysis the designers whose principal design area is not analog, it was asked in which design area 

they spend most of their time. The results are shown on Table 10. 

Table 10 Design Area (frequency and relative frequency) 

Area Total % 

Analog 74 90% 

Digital 4 5% 

Mix Signal 4 5% 

 

As it was expected, most of the designers (90%) are dedicated to analog. Mix Signal consists on the 

integration of Analog and Digital circuits. 

5.2.8. Question 7 – How many projects (ProjectspYear) 

Hypothesis H1 requires the variable “number of projects taken per year”. So, it was asked the designers 

to respond in how many IC design projects they are usually involved in per year. This was also a closed 

answer question with the options “1”, “2 - 5”, “6 - 10” and “> 10”. 

Table 11 Number of projects involved per year (frequency and relative frequency) 

How many Projects Total % 
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1 14 17% 

2 - 5 49 60% 

6 - 10 11 13% 

> 10 8 10% 

73% of the designers interviewed are involved in between two and ten projects per year.17% are only 

involved in one and 10% participate in more than ten projects each year. 

5.2.9. Question 8 – Size of the design team (TeamSize) 

To test hypothesis H3 it is necessary to collect data about the size of the teams in which designers 

usually work. 

Table 12 Size of the design team (frequency and relative frequency) 

Design Team Total % 

1 5 6% 

2 - 5 33 40% 

6 - 10 32 39% 

> 10 12 15% 

It was verified that only a small number of designers usually work alone. After an in-depth analysis, 

those individuals were identified and it was discovered that all of them were students. So, it is fair to 

assume that in companies designers usually work in teams. 

It is interesting to analyze the relation between the size of the team and the number of projects taken 

per year (Figure 18). The scatterplot shows that these two variables cannot be analyzed as independent 

because of the trend detected. This observation requires a closer attention when testing hypothesis H2 

and H4. 

 

Figure 18 Scatterplot between the number of projects involved per year and the size of the team 

 

Correlations 

 ProjectspYear TeamSize 

Spearman's rho ProjectspYear Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .583** 

Sig. (1-tailed) . .000 

N 78 78 

TeamSize Correlation Coefficient .583** 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) .000 . 

N 78 78 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 

5.2.10. Question 9 – Time spent on Synthesis vs Layout (SynthesisTime) 

To understand more about the designers working process it is necessary to know how much time they 

spend on the two main phases of the design process: Circuit synthesis and Layout. So it was inquired 

how they divide their time between the two tasks (in percentage). 
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On average, designers spend more time on the circuit synthesis (66%) than on Layout (44%). In AIDA, 

these two stages of the design are divided into the two “sub-tools”, AIDA-C for synthesis and AIDA-L for 

Layout. Although the designers admit they spend more time in circuit synthesis, the time spent on layout 

is also relevant. Both the tools can represent a considerable amount of time saved on the two stages. 

5.2.11. Question 10 – CAD Framework (CADCadence, CADMentor, 

CADSynopsys and CADOther) 

CAD frameworks are design environments where designers develop their projects. With the complexity 

of today’s ICs, the use of these tools is indispensable. In the closed-answers options the three major 

vendors were presented: Candence, Mentor and Synopsys (Aligent-ADS was the only entry on the open 

answer “Others.”). To consider AIDA’s integration features is necessary to investigate which are the 

most popular CAD Frameworks.  

Table 13 CAD Framework/s used by the respondent (frequency and relative frequency) 

CAD Framework Total % 

Cadence 63 77% 

Mentor 9 11% 

Synopsys 28 34% 

Aligent-ADS 1 1% 

Some designers use more than two different CAD Frameworks and that is the reason why some of the 

percentages is greater than 100%. It is clear that, from these three players, Cadence is the most popular 

– not a surprise considering that, as it was stated at Chapter 3, Cadence is leader in analog design. 

An in-depth analysis revealed that every respondent uses either a Cadence or a Synopsys CAD 

Framework (sometimes both, but never neither). 

AIDA offers integration with the three major brand CAD Frameworks. Nevertheless, as AIDA is not fully 

integrated in these design environments, it requires a little work by the designer to adapt. The AIDA-L 

output, as it was previously mentioned, is presented on the industry standard GDSII format, common to 

all the CAD Frameworks. 

5.2.12. Question 11 – Simulation Tool (SimulSpectre, SimulEldo, SimulHspice 

and SimulOther) 

The simulation tool is also a very important and essential aspect of the design process. 

Table 14 Simulator tool used by the respondent (frequency and relative frequency) 

Simulator Total % 

SPECTRE 54 65% 

ELDO 5 6% 

HSPICE 31 38% 

Other 12 15% 

Having in mind that these three Simulation tools belong to Cadence, Mentor and Synopsys, respectively, 

the similarity to the answers given to question eleven is not a surprise. Every designer interviewed works 
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with, at least, one of these three simulators. As AIDA works with all of these three simulators, this answer 

aimed to know if there is any other simulation tool with a considerable market share. Nine of the twelve 

respondents who answered “Other” admitted using FineSim. FineSim was developed by Magma which 

was bought by Synopsys and now is fully integrated with HSPICE (all of the designers who affirmed 

using FineSim also used HSPICE). 

5.2.13. Question 12 – EDA for Analog usage (EDAYN) 

This may be the most important question of the questionnaire. It aims to discover the percentage of 

designers that actually use EDA tools for analog design. The answer to the question is the dependent 

variable on all the hypothesis described in 5.1..The question had a closed answer “Yes” or “No”. In case 

of responding “Yes”, the designer would be asked “Which?”. From the 82 respondents, only 20 (24%) 

declared that they used EDA tools for analog design. The different tools responded by the designers 

were the following: 

Table 15 EDA Tools used by respondents 

EDA Tool Total 

Pcell 6 

ADE and Layout XL 2 

AIDA 2 

Cadence 2 

Eldo Optimizer 1 

MunEDA 1 

Free Tools 1 

Self/Company Developed Tools 3 

Further along, it will be interesting to analyze the designers’ perception of these tools and how satisfied 

they are (comparing with the answers from question 14). 

5.2.14. Question 13 (FeatureA/B/C/D/E/F/G/H/I/JK) 

In order to accomplish the second aim of the study described on 5.1., the designers were asked to 

indicate (from a given list) which features they most value on an EDA tool. The results were the following. 

Table 16 Most important EDA features for the respondent (frequency and relative frequency) 

Features Total % 

a) Automatic System Sizing and Optimization (A/D and D/A Data Converters, Filters, etc.) 32 39% 

b) Automatic Circuit Sizing and Optimization (OpAmps, LNAs, VCOs, etc.) 35 43% 

c) Automatic Circuit/System Topology Exploration 13 16% 

d) Integration with the simulator you already use 39 48% 

e) Integration with the design framework you already use 21 26% 

f) Automatic Technology Migration 21 26% 

g) Layout: Automatic Placement 29 35% 

h) Layout: Automatic Routing 32 39% 

i) Gain in Accuracy 18 22% 
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j) Gain in Design Time 32 39% 

k) Others 2 2% 

From this list (Table 16), it is important to clarify which of these features are within AIDA’s capabilities. 

AIDA is capable of optimizing and sizing circuits, despite not being able to work with an entire system 

(a set of circuits) – so, AIDA contains feature b) but not a). The other two features that go beyond AIDA’s 

capacities are c) (Automatic Circuit/System Topology Exploration) and f) (Automatic Technology 

Migration) (see Table 2). 

The latter two features mentioned above (c) and f)) have a relatively lower importance for the designers 

when compared to others. Feature a) assumes a relatively high position that compels to considerate a 

development in this regard. 

The most important feature for designers is the integration with the simulator used which AIDA does for 

the most common. 

5.2.15.  Question 14 

Among the designers that already use an EDA tool for analog design, it is interesting to discover whether 

they are or not satisfied with the tool. To investigate that aspect, it was asked if the EDA tool that he/she 

uses misses any of the features which he/she indicated on question 13. 

From the twenty designers that use an EDA tool, only five of them are completely satisfied – the tool 

encloses all the features which they value. 

Table 17 is similar to Table 16 but only concerns the opinion of designers that actually use EDA tools 

for analog design. 

Table 17 Most important EDA features for respondents that already use an EDA tool (frequency and relative 
frequency) 

Features Total % 

a) Automatic System Sizing and Optimization (A/D and D/A Data Converters, Filters, etc.) 5 50% 

b) Automatic Circuit Sizing and Optimization (OpAmps, LNAs, VCOs, etc.) 7 70% 

c) Automatic Circuit/System Topology Exploration 2 20% 

d) Integration with the simulator you already use 6 60% 

e) Integration with the design framework you already use 5 50% 

f) Automatic Technology Migration 4 40% 

g) Layout: Automatic Placement 6 60% 

h) Layout: Automatic Routing 7 70% 

i) Gain in Accuracy 6 60% 

j) Gain in Design Time 8 80% 

k) Others 1 10% 
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5.3. RELATIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

5.3.1. Hypothesis H1 – Role vs EDAYN 

The first hypothesis stated that EDA tools are more common within companies’ employees than on the 

academia. In order to test this hypothesis two variables must be analyzed to see if there is an association 

between them: Role and EDAYN. 

Table 18 - Crosstabulation Role vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

Role * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 

EDAYN 

Total Yes No 

Role Student Count 1 19 20 

% within Role 5.0% 95.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 1.3% 24.7% 26.0% 

Academia Count 5 12 17 

% within Role 29.4% 70.6% 100.0% 

% of Total 6.5% 15.6% 22.1% 

Salaried Designer Count 13 27 40 

% within Role 32.5% 67.5% 100.0% 

% of Total 16.9% 35.1% 51.9% 

Total Count 19 58 77 

% within Role 24.7% 75.3% 100.0% 

% of Total 24.7% 75.3% 100.0% 

 
Table 18 shows the Crosstabulation between the role of the designer and whether he/she uses EDA 

tools. Only one student (in twenty) affirmed using EDA tools for analog design. However, that respondent 

uses “personal and available for free tools” which compared to AIDA are very limited. It is obvious that 

these tools are not used by students and in order to raise awareness to the capabilities of AIDA it can 

be a great opportunity to make the software available to Universities (at a special reduced price). 

After tabulating these two variables (Table 18), one problem arises – there are two cells (out of 6, 33.3% 

> 20%) with an expected countless than five, violating assumption 3 (5.2.1). As it was stated, this fact 

compromises the veracity of the chi-square test. To solve this problem, a small adjustment had to be 

made. Instead of having two “academic categories”, “Student” and “Academia”, those values were 

merged into a new category “Academia (Student or not)” that comprises the students and all the other 

academics involved in the study (Professors, researchers, etc.). 

Table 19 Crosstabulation RoleCorrected vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

RoleCorrected * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 EDAYN Total 
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Yes No 

RoleCorrected Academia (Student or not) Count 6 31 37 

% within RoleCorrected 16.2% 83.8% 100.0% 

% of Total 7.8% 40.3% 48.1% 

Industry Count 13 27 40 

% within RoleCorrected 32.5% 67.5% 100.0% 

% of Total 16.9% 35.1% 51.9% 

Total Count 19 58 77 

% within RoleCorrected 24.7% 75.3% 100.0% 

% of Total 24.7% 75.3% 100.0% 

 
The values observed in Table 19 show a greater proportion of EDA tools users among the industry than 

in the Academia, however, the hypothesis cannot be accepted without the statistical test. 

Table 20 Chi-Square Tests RoleCorrected vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 2.742a 1 .098   

Continuity Correctionb 1.936 1 .164   

Likelihood Ratio 2.800 1 .094   

Fisher's Exact Test    .118 .081 

Linear-by-Linear Association 2.706 1 .100   

N of Valid Cases 77     

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.13. 

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 

 
Table 20 shows the output from the Pearson Chi-Square test taken in SPSS to measure the relation 

between the two variables, “RoleCorrected” and “EDAYN”. This time, there is not any cell with an 

expected count less than five. Although the value of the chi-square (and the proportions showed on 

Table 19) suggests a relation between the variables, the value of the significance level for this 

hypothesis is 0.098, which is greater than the alpha (0.05) previously defined, rejecting the hypothesis. 

However, for a significance level of 10%, the hypothesis that EDA tools are more common on the 

industry than in the academia is accepted. 

5.3.2. Hypothesis H2 – ProjectpYear vs EDAYN 

The second hypothesis affirms that designers that use EDA tools are able to be involved on more 

projects that those who do not. To verify if the data supports this statement, the relation between the 

variables “ProjectspYear” and “EDAYN” was studied. 
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Table 21 Crosstabulation ProjectspYear vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

ProjectspYear * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 

EDAYN 

Total Yes No 

ProjectspYear 1 Count 2 14 16 

% within ProjectspYear 12.5% 87.5% 100.0% 

% of Total 2.6% 17.9% 20.5% 

2-5 Count 12 32 44 

% within ProjectspYear 27.3% 72.7% 100.0% 

% of Total 15.4% 41.0% 56.4% 

6-10 Count 5 6 11 

% within ProjectspYear 45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

% of Total 6.4% 7.7% 14.1% 

> 10 Count 1 6 7 

% within ProjectspYear 14.3% 85.7% 100.0% 

% of Total 1.3% 7.7% 9.0% 

Total Count 20 58 78 

% within ProjectspYear 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

% of Total 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

 
Table 21 shows the relation between those two variables. Once again, the program indicates that there 

are four categories that do not obey to the requirement of having at least five expected occurrences – 

the third assumption of the Pearson Chi-Square test. So that it would be possible to test the relation 

between the variables, the categories of the variable ProjectspYear were merged into two – “1-5” and 

“>5”. 

 

 

 

Table 22 Crosstabulation ProjectspYearCorr vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

ProjectspYearCorr * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 

EDAYN 

Total Yes No 

ProjectspYearCorr 1-5 Count 14 46 60 

% within ProjectspYearCorr 23.3% 76.7% 100.0% 

% of Total 17.9% 59.0% 76.9% 

>5 Count 6 12 18 

% within ProjectspYearCorr 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

% of Total 7.7% 15.4% 23.1% 
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Total Count 20 58 78 

% within ProjectspYearCorr 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

% of Total 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

 

 

Table 23 Chi-Square Tests ProjectspYearCorr vs EDAYN 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .726a 1 .394   

Continuity Correctionb .296 1 .586   

Likelihood Ratio .699 1 .403   

Fisher's Exact Test    .539 .287 

Linear-by-Linear Association .717 1 .397   

N of Valid Cases 78     

a. 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.62. 

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 

 

Even with the adjustment, there is still one cell (out of 4, 25% > 20%) which is expected count is less 

than 5 (4.62). Due to the weakness of the sample, it will not be possible to realize a robust chi-square 

test. However, analyzing Table 22, it is possible to conclude that there is not a big proportional difference 

between the categories. 

 

 

 

5.3.3. Hypothesis H3 – FirmSize vs EDAYN 

This hypothesis states that the use of EDA tools is more common on larger companies than on smaller 

ones. Only companies with high sales volumes are able to spend money on this kind of products while 

smaller firms are more dependent on traditional design. 

Testing this hypothesis calculating the Chi-Square values with a two-tailed test of significance will even 

allow to test the reverse hypothesis – designers on smaller companies tend to use this kind of software 

more often than on larger companies. Sometimes, large corporations have a more conservative and 

traditional structure and mentality, being more reluctant to change than smaller and flexible companies. 

To test the hypothesis, the variables use are FirmSize and EDAYN. 
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Table 24 Crosstabulation FirmSize vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

FirmSize * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

   EDAYN 

Total    Yes No 

FirmSize <50 Count 0 1 1 

Expected Count .3 .7 1.0 

% within EDAYN .0% 3.7% 2.5% 

50-100 Count 1 5 6 

Expected Count 2.0 4.1 6.0 

% within EDAYN 7.7% 18.5% 15.0% 

100-500 Count 3 2 5 

Expected Count 1.6 3.4 5.0 

% within EDAYN 23.1% 7.4% 12.5% 

> 500 Count 9 19 28 

Expected Count 9.1 18.9 28.0 

% within EDAYN 69.2% 70.4% 70.0% 

Total Count 13 27 40 

Expected Count 13.0 27.0 40.0 

% within EDAYN 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table 24 shows the Crosstabulation between the two variables in study. There are 6 cells (75%) that 

present an expected value lower than 5, violating the assumption 3 of the chi-square analysis, rending 

the analysis unfeasible on these conditions. Once again, the size of the sample limited this analysis.  

5.3.4. Hypothesis H4 – TeamSize vs EDAYN 

As it was analyzed on 5.2.9, the variable TeamSize seems to be positively related to the variable 

ProjectspYear, concluding that the data supports the hypothesis that there is a relation between the size 

of the workgroup of the designer and the number of projects on which the designer is involved. 

Hypothesis H4 states that designers who work on large teams do not use EDA tools as often as 

designers that work in smaller teams. To test that hypothesis, the relation between the variables 

TeamSize and EDAYN was studied. 

TeamSize * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 

EDAYN 

Total Yes No 

TeamSize 1 Count 0 5 5 

Expected Count 1.3 3.7 5.0 
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% within TeamSize 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 0.0% 6.4% 6.4% 

2-5 Count 9 20 29 

Expected Count 7.4 21.6 29.0 

% within TeamSize 31.0% 69.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 11.5% 25.6% 37.2% 

6-10 Count 9 23 32 

Expected Count 8.2 23.8 32.0 

% within TeamSize 28.1% 71.9% 100.0% 

% of Total 11.5% 29.5% 41.0% 

> 10 Count 2 10 12 

Expected Count 3.1 8.9 12.0 

% within TeamSize 16.7% 83.3% 100.0% 

% of Total 2.6% 12.8% 15.4% 

Total Count 20 58 78 

Expected Count 20.0 58.0 78.0 

% within TeamSize 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

% of Total 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

 
Once again, the size of the sample does not allow to execute the Chi-Square test with the original 

categories and so these were reduced to “1-5” and “>5” teams. 

Table 25 Crosstabulation TeamSizeCorr vs EDAYN (SPSS Output) 

TeamSizeCorr * EDAYN Crosstabulation 

 

EDAYN 

Total Yes No 

TeamSizeCorr 1-5 Count 9 25 34 

Expected Count 8.7 25.3 34.0 

% within TeamSizeCorr 26.5% 73.5% 100.0% 

% of Total 11.5% 32.1% 43.6% 

>5 Count 11 33 44 

Expected Count 11.3 32.7 44.0 

% within TeamSizeCorr 25.0% 75.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 14.1% 42.3% 56.4% 

Total Count 20 58 78 

Expected Count 20.0 58.0 78.0 

% within TeamSizeCorr 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

% of Total 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 
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Table 26 Chi-Square Tests TeamSizeCorr vs EDAYN 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df 

Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (2-

sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .106a 1 .745   

Continuity Correctionb .003 1 .953   

Likelihood Ratio .105 1 .746   

Fisher's Exact Test    .794 .474 

Linear-by-Linear Association .104 1 .747   

N of Valid Cases 77     

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.39. 

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 

 
The Chi-Square test does not show evidence of a relationship between the variables so, the null 

hypothesis (there is no relation between the variables TeamSize and EDAYN) cannot be refused.  
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Chapter 6 STRATEGY  

In this chapter, the two transfer channels suggested by the literature to commercialize AIDA – spin-off 

venture and licensing – will be analyzed. 

6.1. SPIN-OFF VENTURE 

6.1.1. Vision and Mission 

6.1.1.1. Vision 

The vision of the company exploring AIDA consists in offering a powerful tool which brings a clear return 

to the customers. AIDA must be developed and improved over time to meet the costumer’s needs. The 

company must grow with the increase in sales in order to have the capacity to offer support to the 

customers and to develop new features to the software, making it more versatile. 

6.1.1.2. Mission 

The mission of this venture is to address companies that design analog circuits all over the world and 

provide a robust tool that significantly improves their performance, to be aligned with the customers’ 

needs and supply a reliable after sales service that enhances the customer’s perceived value of AIDA. 

On the first few years of the spin-off (and on the “pre-spin-off” phase), when the number of customers 

is still relatively small, it is important to keep a very close attention to each one to understand how their 

user experience can be optimized and how to capture new customers. 

6.1.2. SWOT Analysis 

The principal strength of this venture is its product, AIDA. As it is repeatedly presented throughout this 

dissertation, AIDA is a powerful and robust tool capable of competing (on technical aspects) with the 

other available tools owned by billion dollars corporations. Together with the engineers who developed 

it, AIDA is a valuable asset. 

A clear and natural weakness of this project is the low commercial know-how of its employers. Until this 

moment, every people involved with AIDA are engineers from the academia with high technological 

capacities to keep improving the software but without any commercial background to sell it. To address 

this issue, it is necessary to contact potential stake-holders with commercial skills to take advantage of 

this project’s potential and manage it. 

The academic environment where AIDA was created and is being explored represents an important 

opportunity. IT offers a “protected” environment offering the conditions to experiment this venture without 

any risk. Without this, it would be necessary to gather the funds to make the investment without any 

sales to guarantee survival of the project. In this way, IT will act as an incubator for this venture receiving 

in return money to finance other projects and, in case of the conditions to initiate the spin-off are met, 

equity on the firm. 
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The major threat to this venture is the power of the competitors. As it was stated, AIDA will be competing 

against other products developed by giant corporations on which AIDA depends (using their simulators). 

So that this threat does not translates into a failure of the venture, it is necessary to develop a competitive 

advantage to differentiate. This competitive advantage will be analyzed further on. 

6.1.3. Setting Goals and Crafting a Strategy 

As it was mentioned in 2.2.4., to ensure that all the company’s resources (its personal) are aligned with 

the company’s aim - maximize and take advantage of the commercial potential of AIDA - they must 

share the same objectives. It was also stated that in order to assure a favorable construction of those 

objectives, the SMART methodology must be obeyed. So that the company’s goals are specific and 

realistic, they must be in line with the strategy, under its conditions and limitations. To do so, it is 

necessary to analyze both these steps simultaneously. 

A “sales point” objective with a time frame obeys to the SMART methodology: it is specific and 

measurable (a predefined number of customers or sales quantity), attainable (in this case, is oriented 

to the sales responsible and the management team), realistic (this aspect naturally depends on the 

specific value of the objective so, the rationale must be duly justified and reasonable) and time bounded 

(as it was stated, the value of the sales must be accompanied by a time limit for its fulfilment). 

To establish a profitable, sustainable and growth driven sales goal, it is necessary to study the resources 

and, consequently, the cost structure of the organization. Subsequently, a financial analysis of the 

venture is presented, composed by a profitability, a liquidity and a solvency analysis. 

6.1.3.1. Current State and Pre-spin-off Profits and Losses (P&L) 

As this plan is being analyzed, AIDA is being developed within IT by three PhD candidates doing their 

thesis research in the scope of AIDA. These three researchers are currently receiving a 1000€ 

scholarship by IT. Table 27 presents the current situation and a prospect for 2015 of the three 

“collaborators”. 

Table 27 Collaborators 

Collaborator Completing Remuneration 
in 2014 

Remuneration 
in 2015 

PhD student A Final 2014 1000€ 1500€6 

PhD student B Final 2015 1000€ 1000€ 

PhD student C Final 2016 1000€ 1000€ 

Additionally, there is an external consulter that works twice a week and costs 500€ monthly. The only 

other direct cost from this project to the IT is related with the website hosting service, but compared with 

the scholarships, it is not significant (60€ per year). 

As it was mentioned in 4.1., AIDA already has one customer. The price accorded between this company 

and the responsible for this project (Professor Nuno Horta) was 25,000€ for a one year license (after a 

6 months trial) paid to IT. Although being a non-profit organization, IT has funding necessities and, 

                                                      
6 Intends to proceed to a Post-Doctorate position, related with AIDA, with an increase of 50% on the 
scholarship. 
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naturally, if AIDA shows commercial value, it will be easy to request more resources to this project. 

Table 28 shows the P&L of this project at this time. The only costs accounted, are the direct costs – IT 

pays the rent and utilities of the office where AIDA is developed, but it would be very difficult and not 

worthwhile to allocate those indirect costs. 

Table 28 AIDA's P&L for 2014 

 Unitary value Qtd. Total 

Sales  €  25,000.00  1  €   25,000.00  

Costs      

PhD Student A  €  (1,000.00) 12  € (12,000.00) 

PhD Student B  €  (1,000.00) 12  € (12,000.00) 

PhD Student C  €  (1,000.00) 12  € (12,000.00) 

Consultant  €  (500.00) 12  €  (6,000.00) 

Hosting  € (5.00)  12  €  (60.00)  

Total  € (16,820.00) 

 

In 2014, according to Table 28, the project had a “negative result”. However, it is important to have in 

mind that IT is a non-profit organization with the mission “to create and disseminate scientific knowledge” 

(Instituto de Telecomunicações, 2004). The PhD Students, although being involved in the project, are 

developing their doctorate dissertations that will result in a scientific output linked to the IT.  

To take advantage from the opportunity described in the SWOT Analysis – the fact that AIDA, in the IT, 

has a protected environment with capable human resources and working conditions available – it is 

prudent to not advance to a spin-off project without guarantees. By guarantees it is meant that only 

when the sales are enough to make the start-up viable, the risk is taken. Meanwhile, the project remains 

at IT taking hold of the conditions offered and, in return, paying back in funds (from the sales) and 

recognition. This will be called the “Pre-Startup Phase”. To discover what is the sales point in which the 

start-up starts to be profitable it is necessary to develop an in-depth analysis of the cost structure and 

construct a financial plan that takes account of the shareholders requirements. 

 

6.1.3.2. Spin-Off Venture Analysis 

I. Investment and Financing Options 

The financing alternatives must be primarily analyzed (on this first stage, only the conditions and not the 

amount) as they will have an impact on the choice of the best strategy. During this financial analysis two 

different options on how to finance this venture will be studied – traditional bank loan and Business 

Angels. 

Business Angels 

A Business Angel (BA), besides providing the financial funds required to pursuit the venture, offers a 

mentoring and other operational advantages to the project - such as “Management support focused on 

business growth, Advice & Business knowledge, Active partnerships, Project credibility in the market, 

Global networking (and) Access to new investors” (Portugal Ventues, 2014). In Portugal there are 
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several BA associations whom develop their projects close to universities. The Portugal Ventures 

association modus operandi was chosen to serve as an example of what a process of this kind consists 

on and what are the conditions. This is due to the fact that Portugal Ventures is one of the most important 

Portuguese institutions of this kind, has strong connections to IST and documents every important 

information describing the process and conditions online. 

Portugal Ventures’ “Call for Entrepreneurs”/Ignition Program consists on a periodic initiative on which 

entrepreneurs can present their projects (with a business model) to be assessed. Entrepreneurs are 

advised to contact “Ignition Partners” (generally University’s TTOs) to help preparing those business 

models (probably because of the lack of experience on commercialization activities). After analyzing the 

list of partners, Incubadora do Tagus Park was identified as the most suitable solution as an Ignition 

Partner. After the assessment process is completed, and if the project is approved, the capital is invested 

(derived from a Venture Capital & Private Equity Firm). This process is concluded with a profitable exit 

for the Venture Capitalists, who sell their shares (to the entrepreneurs or not). 

After contacting Incubadora do Tagus Park to gather more information on this process, it was explained 

that Business Angels only pursuit investments of high amounts (hundreds of thousands of euros) and, 

usually, never the entire sum. This aspect eliminates the prospects for this option. 

Traditional Bank Loan 

The bank loan is still the most common option for firms to finance their projects. Despite access to credit 

being not as easy as it was some years ago (because of the financial crisis and new bank leverage 

regulations), there are beneficial opportunities to take advantage from. To support and promote 

entrepreneurial activities the Portuguese government and the European Union develop programs to 

facilitate access to credit for SMEs, one example of that is the Credit Line “Investe QREN”. These 

programs require a project assessment and, if approved, it is possible to be eligible for competitive credit 

conditions: interest rate under 5% (SPREAD of 3,938% + Euribor 3M) (Caixa Geral de Depósitos, SA, 

2014) with a two years grace period. This loan requires a 10% investment from the entrepreneurs (Caixa 

Geral de Depósitos, SA, 2014). 

II. Profitability Analysis 

To undertake the profitability analysis, the income statement shall be developed. Before that, it will be 

necessary to list all start up and operating expenses. 

The largest share of the start-up cost structure is the salary paid to employees. In order to calculate the 

cost of each employee, it is necessary to analyze the Portuguese taxation system. Firstly, it is important 

to mention that the holiday and Christmas bonuses will be paid in the normal dates (instead of the 

twelfths system). In order to pay a base salary of, for instance, 1500€ (21,000€ per year) the company 

has to pay 23.75% (or 20.75% for governing bodies, 4,987.5€) of TSU (Taxa Social Única) to the Social 

Security and 1% for occupational injury insurance (210€). Moreover, it is worth to consider the food 

allowance (because it is not taxable) of 6.83€ times 21 working days (143.43€) times 11 because the 

vacation time is not covered. So, the annual cost of each worker receiving a base salary of 1500€ is 

27,632.56€. 
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Table 29 Salaries 

 Base Salary Annual Cost 

Engineer 1  €1,500.00   27,632.56 €  

Engineer 2  €1,500.00   27,632.56 €  

Engineer 3  €1,500.00   27,632.56 €  

Salesperson  €1,200.00   22,393.06 €  

Management  €2,000.00   35,399.06 €  

Total   140,689.80 €  

Table 29 shows the workforce related costs. In this scenario, the startup would begin with the same 

elements as in the “pre-spinoff phase” with the addition of a sales expert. The salaries presented are in 

line with the ongoing remuneration of the people involved. This table does not include any bonuses that 

are additional to the salary and dependent on results. With the evolution of sales it will be possible to 

execute significant salary raises (as it will be shown) to motivate employees. A rough estimate made by 

the responsible of the project, states that with this workforce it is possible to serve 10 different customers. 

So, in order to keep good customer service, this ratio will not be violated when the number of costumers 

starts to grow. 

Given the academic background of the start-up, it will be natural to maintain a close relation with 

universities. A fruitful way to take advantage of that proximity would be the creation of trainees programs 

to Master’s degree students. Those students would be integrated in a company’s project and develop 

their Master’s dissertation on that scope. At the current time, there exists a program created by the 

Portuguese Government to support youth employment called “Estágios Emprego”. This program allows 

companies to hire young trainees for one year with 80% of their salary reimbursed. However, it is not 

certain that this program will exist at the time of the start-up and so it will be ignored in this analysis. In 

this kind of situation, the average scholarship paid by the company is around 500€ (part-time) and that 

is the value that will be used in the study. Given the complexity and the scientific nature required on a 

PhD thesis versus the rhythm and commercial orientation of a company, it would be neither feasible nor 

desirable to establish a program of the same kind with PhD degree students. This option will not be 

taken into account until the second year of activity because the company structure and activities on the 

first year will not be prepared to mentor such a program. On the beginning of 2017, a master thesis 

student will be inserted on the company for 6 months, within the scope of his master dissertation, 

receiving a scholarship of 500€ per month. From 2019 on, this number will be increased to two students. 

Every two years, the value of the scholarship increases 5%. 

When the scholarship ends and if it is within the interests of both parts, the student will join the company. 

Nevertheless, in 2018, one additional recently graduated Engineer must be hired to maintain the ratio 

previously mentioned, earning a base salary of 1200€. Every two years, this process must be repeated 

while there is a prospect of sales growth. To encourage sales, at the end of each year, the sales 

responsible person will be offered with a sales commission of 2.5% per unit sold. Furthermore, a 10% 

yearly increase in every salary will be implemented. 

The start-up expenses consist on the initial costs required to initiate operations. Examples of this type 

of costs might be: all the company’s starting fees, such as registration, licensing, and utility set up fees, 
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are contemplated in ‘other costs’ heading; down payments are not a matter of treasury management 

and shall not be considered as there is a  reserve which consists of more than 2 months of total 

operations costs. 

After enlisting the start-up expenses, the operating expenses (that are repeated and incurred every 

month) must be analyzed. The operating expenses that can be classified as fixed (or, at least, relatively 

fixed), not taking personnel costs into account, are shown on Table 30. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 30 Operational and Administrative Costs 

General Operating and Administrative Costs Monthly Annual 

Office Space  1,600.00 €   19,200.00 €  

Electricity  120.00 €   1,440.00 €  

Water  30.00 €   360.00 €  

Accounting Services  200.00 €   2,400.00 €  

Communications (with Housing Service)  200.00 €   2,400.00 €  

Software Licenses  2,500.00 €   30,000.00 €  

Conferences  -   4,000.00 €  

Other Costs  166.67 €   2,000.00 €  

Total   61,800.00 €  

 

Table 30 contains the general operational and administrative costs by month and year (12 months) of 

activity. The office space value is based on the average observed prices for rents in around 170 to 

200sqm offices on the noble area of Lisbon. The Electricity and Accountancy Fees values are based on 

information provided by a SME with around 20 employees and a 300sqm office (the stipulated values 

were calculated as approximately 60% of the values available). 

To speculate the values for the Communications heading, telecommunication service providers 

companies were consulted and the value presented is the average market value for a service pack that 

would include: high speed internet connection, telephone and cellphone for every collaborator. 

The only relevant software needed to develop the product are the circuit simulators. As it was observed 

from the questionnaires’ results, almost every designer uses Cadence’s SPECTRE or Synopsys’ 

HSPICE, so the development of AIDA should only be focused on the integration of these two simulators. 

The annual fee of these products was estimated as 30,000 €. This is considered a special price that is 

usually applied to Start-Up ventures. After the third year of activity, this value doubles. Other expenses 

are “everyday expenses” such as legal advice, insurances, office material, maintenance support, etc. 

(also deducted from the SME’s information mentioned before). 

The most common and accessible way to meet new costumers and raise awareness for the benefits of 

AIDA usage is through industry’s expos and trade shows. Bekkersa & Freitas (2008) discovered the 

significant importance of personal contacts on technological transfer, this conferences consist on unique 
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opportunities to establish those contacts. Every year, there are some important international tradeshows 

on EDA and analog circuit design. The most notorious are the European DATE Conference (Design, 

Automation & Test in Europe, the ICCAD (International Conference in Computer Aided Design), and 

IEEE’s ICCD (International Conference on Computer Design). The DATE Conference is the only with 

an exhibition that offers the possibility of having a stand to promote a company or a specific product. On 

March 2014, AIDA was represented in the “University Booth” – a space dedicated to present projects 

developed in the academy (it is free and each project has a predetermined time slot to take hold of a 

stand). If a company wants space the present their products on the exhibition it must pay – there are 

special prices for start-ups and European projects and the base price is 2,000€ + VAT.  

Because the target customers are all international companies, these conferences are the best 

opportunities to approach them. In order to estimate the acquisition cost of customers and to study the 

return of participating in these conferences, it is necessary to understand their costs. So, the estimated 

cost of participating in an event such as DATE (five days), for two people, is presented on Table 31. 

Table 31 Cost of Participating in an Expo (DATA-Conference e.g.) 

Heading Cost 

Basic Stand  €  2,000.00  

Transportation  €  1,000.00  

Meals and Lodging  €  1,000.00  

Total  €  4,000.00  

The price presented for the “Basic Stand” was the price for a “booth package” at the last DATE-

Conference. The price includes: “Private cubicle, carpeted; White hard-coated wall panels, on 2 sides; 

Reception counter & stool; White nameboard; 1 kW electricity connection” (European Design and 

Automation Association, 2014). The transportation and “Meals and Lodging” costs were calculated for 

a five days business trip in Europe for two persons – the Sales Person and an “Engineer” or the 

Manager. 

Total operating costs are expected to increase 3% yearly due to the growing of the activity and capacity. 

Table 32 Total Operating Costs for 2016 

Total Operating Costs  

General Operating and Administrative Costs     61,800.00 €  

Staff Costs   140,689.80 €  

Total  €  202,489.80  
 

With the total dedication of the team to the commercialization (unlike during the “pre-spin-off phase”) it 

will be possible to offer a higher customer service and so, a price increase is justifiable. However, the 

customer that is paying the “pre-spin-off phase” price might feel reluctant to renew the annual license if 

the new price is much higher. In order to maintain the costumers and minimize any possible concern 

caused by the change of circumstances, the price charged to the old customer on the first year of activity 

will be the same as before – 25,000€. It is important to remember that, based on the “information” 

available on competitors’ prices (gathered from the negotiation with the first customer), this price is very 

competitive. 
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Table 33 Break Even Points 

Minimum Additional Units Sold 8 7 6 

Average Selling Price for new customers  €22,186.23   €25,355.69   €29,581.63  

 

In addition to the existent customer, the sales quantity (at an average price of 22,186.23€) that achieves 

the breakeven point (by comparison with operating costs) is 202,489.8€ / 22,186.23 € = 8 (Table 33). 

Thus, it is necessary to have at least 8 customers willing to pay this value, in order to have profit on this 

venture. Without having a sales volume higher than 202,489.8€ guaranteed, it is not recommended to 

engage this strategy. 

It was not possible to evaluate the willingness to pay of the customers; yet, and based on the 

negotiations and acquisition of the first customer, we might take on the assumption that 25,000€ is a 

very competitive price. Having said that, and considering that the acquisition of each new client implies 

a great amount of effort, it is decided that 7 new clients must buy AIDA at a price of, at least, 26,000€, 

which implies a slight increase of 4% on the base price. This scenario is preferred to acquiring 8 new 

clients at a safer price since clients may not be very price sensitive for this range of values. 

Beforehand, it is certain that the current available staff structure (in terms of the number of engineers 

available) is capable of managing under any of these scenarios, as it is able to handle up to 9 additional 

customers besides the one already existent, during the spin-off-phase. 

The best strategy to seek for and ultimately gather a satisfactory number of clients interested in AIDA 

and willing to buy it, is to release trials. The currently available team is able of managing the release of 

a sufficiently large number of trials, regarding the percentage of customers that will in fact close the 

business deal after the trial period. 

Trials with a minimum duration of 6 months shall be considered, given the learning curve associated 

with this kind of products. Therefore, the gathering of a sufficiently large number of customers, with a 

willingness to pay that allows the breakeven with relation to the total operating costs, might be achieved 

at the end of 2016, therefore allowing the beginning of the spin off phase. 

Still on the sales topic, please note that the number of units sold is expected to increase to 10 on the 

first year of activity, and an increment of 2 units shall be verified on each of the following years. This 

might be considered as a conservative prediction. Furthermore, every year, the unit price will raise 2.5%. 

The income statement is presented on Appendix 2. 

III. Financing 

The financing needs are divided in two parts: working capital investment and tangible assets investment 

such as computers, cellphones, printers, other electronic devices and furniture.  

Tangible Assets 

It is assumed that the rented offices will be ready for activities (no construction work needed) after 

installing the furniture and electronic equipment. For the five initial collaborators it was estimated that 

the investment on furniture and electronic equipment was 2,500 € and 10,000 €, respectively, totaling a 

necessary investment on tangible assets of 12,500 €. The depreciations rate used are the maximum 

rates according with Portuguese legislation (Decreto Regulamentar nº 25/2009 de 14 de Setembro) – 

12.5% for the furniture and 33.33% for computers and electronic equipment. 
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The computers must be replaced once every five years. On 2021, it is expected an investment of 

11,000€ on electronic equipment. Regarding the furniture, any substitution will not be considered in the 

time frame of this analysis (6 years). On 2018, when a new engineer will be hired, an investment of 

1,500€ (1,000€ on the computer and 500€ on furniture) is estimated. 

Table 34 shows the evolution of tangible assets investment and its depreciations. 

 

Table 34 Tangible Assets Investment and Depreciations 

 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Electronic 
Equipment 

10,000.00 € -   € 1,000.00 € -   € -   € 11,000.00 € 

Furniture 2,500.00 € -   € 500.00 € -   € -   € -   € 

Total 12,500.00 € -   € 1,500.00 € -   € -   € 11,000.00 € 

Depreciations 3,645.83 € 3,645.83 € 4,041.67 € 708.33 € 708.33 € 4,041.67 € 

Balance Values 8,854.17 € 5,208.33 € 2,666.67 € 1,958.33 € 1,250.00 € 8,208.33 € 

 

IV. Working Capital and Liquidity 

Because it is assumed that the value of the sales is received on cash basis and, regarding the sales 

agreed before the beginning of the activities, on the first month, it is not necessary to consider any 

clients’ credit. Also, because of the costs’ nature, no supplier’s debt is accounted (all the expenses are 

paid upon the billing moment). 

However, when calculating the Working Capital needs, there is still one head that must be analyzed - 

the Government. The taxes that are paid to the government are the following: 

 Social Security and IRS – Related with the personnel costs and must be paid every month. 

 IVA – Is the Portuguese VAT. The tax value is 23% for the great majority of the expenses 

accounted in this analysis. As the firm’s clients are all international, the sales are VAT-free and 

its value will not need to be considered in the working capital (Table 35).  

Table 35 Government current assets and liabilities 

Government Credit & Debt 

Social Security       3,001.54 €  

IRS       1,347.50 €  

IVA -     2,669.95 €  

Total       1,679.09 €  

After the Government, it is only necessary to consider the treasury reserve. To protect the company 

from any delays on clients’ payments, it is important to have an availability of cash. As shown on 

Appendix 3, working capital reserves were calculated from the monthly total operating costs (more 

specifically from 2 months) plus the working capital related to government credit and debt. As every 

year, costs increase, working capital reserves are not constant. 

The corporate type chosen for this venture is Sociedade Anónima. The minimum social capital for a 

Sociedade Anónima is 50,000€, which is in line with the previously calculated financing needs. Because 

the program Investe QREN requires a 10% of capital originated from the entrepreneurs, the amount of 

the loan applied for will be of 45,000 € while the researchers must invest the remaining 5,000 €. 
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The operational cash-flows are presented on Appendix 4. The payback of this project is 2 years and 9 

months and the IRR 72%. This proves the financial viability of this project, under the presented 

conditions. 

V. Solvency Analysis 

The Balance Sheet is presented on Erro! A origem da referência não foi encontrada.. As the 

company’s sales grow, and as it was observed in the Income Statement, the company starts to stock 

cash on Retained Earnings. This cash can be applied on bank deposits with an estimated interest of 1% 

(1,5% interest rate before taxes on a one year deposit from Caixa Geral de Depósitos). 

Over the time frame of this analysis, no payment of dividends is considered. At the end of the sixth year, 

it will be possible to allocate 150,000 € to be divided between the shareholders. 

6.1.2.3. Academic Partnerships 

The second objective is in line with the opportunity identified at 5.2.5. - EDA tools are not present in the 

Academia. AIDA offers obvious advantages in the design and if the students and researchers are not 

using any substitute, it may be easier to convince them to adopt AIDA. Even on the “Pre-Spin-Off Stage”, 

while AIDA is still being explored within IT, it will be beneficial to execute this approach. The more people 

use AIDA, the greater its visibility and the feedback received. During the next year, designers from, at 

least, two universities where IT is present (so that cooperation agreements are easier to be established) 

ought to start using AIDA. 

This proximity may even facilitate the recruitment of the students previously mentioned (to undertake 

their Masters dissertation within AIDA). Having a close relation with the Academic world will improve 

AIDA’s image to future designers or potential employees. 

6.2. LICENSING 

Licensing is a rather common transfer channel for technology developed in the academia to the industry 

because it requires a lower commercial dedication from the researchers or the university when 

compared to a start-up venture. Given the academic and scientific nature of the AIDA’s developers, it 

would be necessary to get commercial support if the spin-off alternative is chosen. As it was previously 

mentioned, to procure a capable sales persona might be a difficult and expensive pursuit. To avoid 

these responsibilities and opt for a safer path, licensing is a suitable one – as it was stated in the 

literature analyzed (O'Shea, Chugh, & Allen, 2008),  (Markmana, Phanb, Balkinc, & Gianiodisa, 2005) 

and (Ambos, Mäkelä, & Birkinshaw, 2008). 

Two potential licensing options were identified from contacts established in the DATE-Conference. Both 

possibilities would consist on a partnership between the IT and the company. Although those contacts 

are still (at this date) nothing more than simple informal conversations, these hypotheses must definitely 

be considered. The companies that established contact were Mentor Graphics and MunEDA. Both were 

already mentioned on this document for different reasons: Mentor is the third biggest EDA company 

(although not being so dedicated into the analog design as Cadence and Synopsys) and MunEDA offers 

one of the most robust synthesis and circuit automation tools for analog design currently on the market. 
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6.2.3. Mentor Graphics 

The two companies are at quite different levels on the industry. Mentor is a public traded company and 

has a 17% market share on the EDA market. However, compared with Synopsys and Cadence, it 

provides a small offer on the analog circuit design market sector. The integration of AIDA on their 

repertoire of EDA tools would strengthen their position in the EDA tools for analog design. For AIDA, 

this is the option that would offer more visibility to the product and, eventually, to the IT and IST. Given 

the size of the company and its thousands of clients, Mentor surely has the commercial know-how to 

maximize the potential of AIDA. 

The product line of Mentor (and generally, the other big EDA companies) consists on complex product 

packages on which, presumably, AIDA would be inserted. When considering a royalties agreement, this 

complexity may complicate it or even set aside this possibility. A simpler alternative on a royalties 

agreement consists on a predetermined fee and/or support on academic activities - sponsored research. 

Sponsored research may consist on cash to pay for human resources and software licenses, possibly 

even finance other IT’s projects or even employ AIDA’s developers. In 2008, Mentor acquired the assets 

of Ponte Solutions, an Armenian EDA software company which is currently a Mentor’s subsidiary 

(Mentor Graphics Development Services CJSC) where software packages to be included in Mentor’s 

products are developed. 

6.2.4. MunEDA 

MunEDA already offers very robust tools in the area of analog design. However, as it was mentioned at 

2.3.2.3., the MunEDA’s Wicked tool does not perform layout optimization. So, the inclusion of AIDA-L 

on their already powerful MunEDA’s Wicked tool would enrich a lot their offer. Probably, it would not be 

possible to include AIDA-C on this venture and the cooperation agreement with MunEDA would limit 

any other potential strategy to commercialize AIDA-C. Having to shelve the AIDA-C might be a “deal 

breaker” to its responsible personal and, therefore, this alternative must be carefully analyzed in the 

future. 

A licensing strategy offers a much smaller risk than a startup project. As it was presented on the previous 

section, the startup venture requires a substantial financial investment, a complete dedication of the 

future collaborators and a commercial know-how and management skills that the present team does not 

currently possess. A licensing strategy transfers the commercial activities to the buying company and 

eliminates any necessity of funding.   

In all of these licensing situations, the selling agent would be the IT (perhaps together with IST) and not 

the researcher. This commercial activity would require a change of the academic mentality, but not as 

strong as in the case of a startup. 

It is not possible to develop a greater analysis on these possibilities because the future course of events 

on these opportunities depends on the plans of the buying companies. However, it is fair to assume that 

any proposal from both these companies would be very interesting to the development of AIDA and 

provide very suitable solutions given the nature of the stakeholders. 
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Chapter 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The final goal of this dissertation was to develop an analysis on the commercial potential and explore 

the conditions under which a technology transfer project for AIDA would take place. AIDA is an EDA 

software to automate and optimize analog ICs’ design. This software was developed on IT, a research 

unit of IST, and is now a robust tool that has shown being capable of competing against tools owned by 

giant corporations (see section 4.3). 

In the electronic industry, the clock-speed of the products is tremendously fast, which makes time-to-

market an indisputable priority. IC must be designed as fast as possible and, in this regard, the use of 

EDA tools is indispensable. The traditional analog electronic design is full of hand-made iterative 

processes. These processes are time and resource consuming and require skillful engineers. In an 

industry where time to market is so important, it is necessary to find alternatives to accelerate these 

tasks and allocate this specialized workforce to a more creative work. 

Nowadays, there are some tools on the market to aid analog design. Four of the most important 

competitors to AIDA are Cadence’s Virtuoso, Synopsys’s Titan Accelerators, Solido’s Analog+ Suite 

and MunEDA’s Wicked. While Cadence’s tool has some similarities with AIDA, regarding the way it 

conducts the optimization, the Titan has another optimization approach that, although being faster, is 

not as accurate. Wicked showed to be very versatile and the Analog+ Suit provides a different vision for 

corner analysis that reduces the number of simulations needed (reducing the verification time). 

These days, Universities assume a very important role in the economic development of a country. They 

are now responsible for facilitating the commercialization of technology developed within the university’s 

community. There are different channels through which technology developed in the academic world 

can be transferred into the market, such as spin-offs and licensing agreements. However, it still exists 

a dichotomy between an academic and commercial identity, on a personal and organizational level. In 

order to appease these differences and promote the important linkage between academic research and 

the industry, Universities create UTTOs. Instituto Superior Técnico has its own UTTO – TT@IST. This 

office works on many levels of technology commercialization, since patent licensing to support to 

entrepreneurial activities. 

The EDA market is mostly shared among three big companies: Cadence, Synopsys and Mentor 

Graphics. This structure has been and still is benefic to innovation. Over the years, these companies 

have been acquiring smaller potential rivals to defend their market share and broaden their product 

lines. Their sales grow equally over the years and faster than the overall market revenue, which could 

mean that the costumers are loyal to the vendors and that the three big firms are gaining weight on the 

market. These three giant corporations represent over 60% of the annual revenue of this monopolistic 

competition market. In this market, competitive advantage is achieved through differentiation, which 

fortunately makes innovation a priority. 

During this dissertation, two options to commercialize AIDA are proposed: a strategic plan to a spin-off 

project and a licensing agreement. In this framework, the first seven steps (described by Scarborough 

(2011)) of the Strategic-Making process shall be followed: Develop strategic vision and business mission 

statement; Identify and analyze company’s strengths and weaknesses; Scan the environment for 
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significant opportunities and threats facing the business (Step 2 and 3 can be merged into a SWOT 

analysis); Identify the key factors for success in the business; Analyze the competition (Steps 4 and 5 

should be merged, since the only way it is possible to find the factors for success is through the analysis 

of the competitors’ operations); Create company’s goals and objectives; Formulate strategic options and 

select the appropriate strategies. 

Although sometimes understated, the establishment of a clear vision and mission can be decisive 

because it provides direction and motivates stakeholders to act according to the wellbeing of the firm 

whilst providing a sense of purpose. It is proposed that the vision draws the employees’ attention to the 

importance of monitor and support the customers, so that a useful feedback to develop the tool in 

accordance to their needs is received. This vision implies a necessity of monitoring the costumers’ 

experience so that useful information can be gathered and applied to product development activities. 

One of the most important aspects to collect information is about the customers. In a business-to-

business market, customer information is even more complex than in business-to-consumer situations, 

since it is not only about knowing customers preferences but knowing and understanding how the 

customer operates in his market and how can our product or service best support his activities. That is 

why it is imperative to keep a close relation with costumers so that the firm is prepared to target its focus 

on developing solutions that foresee, identify and respond efficiently to costumers’ needs. 

In order to craft an effective strategy, it is crucial to gather information about the company’s strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats from the environment. The greatest strength of this project is 

also its principal asset, AIDA – a tool proven to be robust and capable of competing against some of the 

best alternatives on the market. The weaknesses are related to the lack of commercial experience of 

the present stakeholders and, the strategy chosen, must take it under account and provide solutions to 

mitigate its impact. A clear opportunity that must be seized is the fact that AIDA has a protected 

environment (IT) where it can be developed until the risk of the new venture is minimized. Nevertheless, 

it is important to remember that this market is dominated by giant firms that own products of which AIDA 

is fully dependent (Simulators). 

MBO is still a very robust management approach, so before crafting the strategy it will be necessary to 

convert the company’s vision and mission into SMART objectives. The adoption of the SMART 

framework assures five fundamental aspects that should be met when designing an objective: Specific, 

Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Time bound. When designing objectives for the firm, it is important 

to make sure that the objectives crafted obey to these five parameters. In order to do so, they must be 

in line with the company’s resources and ambitions, and that is why the strategy crafting process is done 

simultaneously with the definition of objectives. 

In the strategy-making step, pricing assumes an important role. The literature states that in order to 

develop a pricing strategy it will be necessary to gather useful customer information. However, pricing 

data on this market was found to be impossible to obtain. The pricing strategy was based on the result 

of the “negotiation” between AIDA’s manager and the first costumer: the price agreed was of 25,000€ 

which, judging on the costumer’s acceptance, is admitted to be very competitive (the customer was 

using the Titan tools by Synopsys). 
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In order to enjoy from the protected environment inherent to IT and to minimize the risk, the venture 

should only be kicked off after assuring an amount of sales that covers the annual cost structure of the 

firm and assures a small margin at the end of the first year of activity. Until that point is achieved, trials 

must be released to gather a sufficiently large number of new customers. The personnel and other 

operational costs have been calculated and it was concluded that in order to make this venture feasible, 

7 additional customers must be interested in buying AIDA, besides the one already existent, at an 

average price of 26,000€. In order to achieve this level of sales, it would be necessary to spare time-

limited trials to 8 potential customers. 

Two financing alternatives were analyzed – traditional bank loan and business angels. Due to the added 

value on commercial knowhow of the latter, this is the option considered as the best among these two. 

However, it is not suited for small investments as this project requires. However, there are other 

solutions through which it is possible to enjoy this kind of support – TT@IST and Incubadora do Tagus 

Park. The need for funding was set to be 50,000€ (based on the tangible assets needed and working 

capital requirements). In order to gather this amount, it will be necessary to apply to a loan within the 

Linha Investe QREN Program (bank loan with special conditions, supported by the Portuguese banking 

system and the European Investment Bank).  

Based on some conservative evolutionary trends for sales and for the operational and personnel costs, 

one can predict and prove the profitability of this venture. The Internal Rate of Return of this project on 

the first five years is 72% and it has a payback period of 2 years and 9 months. During the first six years 

no dividends payment was considered, at the end of 2021 the shareholders will be able to collect 

150,000 €. 

If conducted with success, this Spin-Off opportunity, may bring capital gains to its present stake holders. 

However, it is necessary to procure capable commercial support to mitigate the lack of sales know how 

inherent to a pure academic persona. 

The other alternative purposed to pursue the commercialization path is a licensing agreement. During 

the last DATE Conference, two opportunities were identified - Mentor Graphics and MunEDA. The first 

is the third largest EDA tools provider company. However, it has a small offer on analog design tools 

and a joint venture with AIDA could solve that gap. MunEDA offers a very robust tool for sizing and 

schematics for analog design; however does not offer any layout optimization feature. The integration 

of AIDA-L would definitely enrich their tool. Both these options are far from a first implementation phase, 

and any step ahead towards this fully depends on the interest to establish a corporation agreement with 

AIDA. 

The results of this dissertation suggest that under the conditions presented, AIDA has a commercial 

potential that can be captured through a spin-off venture. However, in order to do so it will be necessary 

to get commercial support to mentor this project. This support can come from TT@IST (the TTO from 

IST) or the “Incubadora do Taguspark”, a business incubator with strong connections with IST and used 

to counsel some University’s spin-off projects. This endeavor would be almost risk-free because the 

pre-seed phase (named “pre-spin-off” on this document) can be undertaken in the protective 

environment of IT. If the researchers do not chose to invest their selves on such a “commercial activity” 

there is an alternative that would allow a lower commitment – licensing. 
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Before the present dissertation, the information available on this market was scarce or unavailable. 

Under the conditions of this work, it was necessary to make the most out of the limited resources and 

to undertake the research and produce valuable information. 
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APPENDIX 1  –  IP  AND SHAREHOLDERS  

(Macho-Stadler, Pérez-Castrillo, & Veugelers, 2008) consider two distinct types of shares: founder 

shares (𝑖) - associated with intellectual property rights and effort - and financial shares (𝑓) (equity 

received from financial investment). The model designed defines the spin-off value as the product of the 

probability of success (𝑝) times the profits in case of success (𝐵(𝑒, 𝐹)). The profits’ function depends on 

two variables: the researcher’s effort (𝑒) and the financial capital invested (𝐹). The utility function for 

each shareholder is defined by the difference between the product of its shares (𝑠𝑉, 𝑠𝑅 and 𝑠𝑇 for the 

Venture Capitalist (VC), the Researcher and the TTO, respectively) by the spin-off value (𝑝 ∗ 𝐵(𝑒, 𝐹)) 

and its costs. The VC and the TTO can only assume financial costs, which depend on their capital cost 

(𝑟𝑉 or 𝑟𝑇) and on the capital invested (𝐹𝑉). However, these investments are made in two different times 

– while IT and IST assume the costs during development of AIDA and the “pre-spin-off” phase, the V 

only invests on the first year of activity of the firm. The “cost structure” for the researcher is more 

complex. Although it also depends on the capital invested (𝑟𝑅 ∗ 𝐹𝑅) the researcher has a non-monetary 

cost of opportunity related to his/her effort (𝑐(𝑒)). This cost of opportunity consists in the sum of different 

aspects: 𝐶(𝑒) – the time and effort dedicated to the spin-off that could be used on Academic activities – 

and 𝜆(𝑒) – externalities that come from the spin-off project that could benefit (negative value) or 

prejudice (positive value) the academic work or recognition of the researcher.  

One very important aspect to have in mind is how to make sure that the researcher (being, as mentioned 

at 2.1.1., such an important element of the process) is committed to the venture. Admitting that there 

are only two levels of effort, high effort (𝑒𝐻) and low effort (𝑒𝐿) it is important that the utility function of 

the researcher is maximized for 𝑒𝐻. 

Equation 2 Researcher's ICC (Incentive Compatibility Constraint) 

𝑠𝑅 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝐵(𝑒𝐻 , 𝐹) − 𝑐𝐻(𝑒) − 𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝐹𝑟 > 𝑠𝑅 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝐵(𝑒𝐿 , 𝐹) − 𝑐𝐿(𝑒) − 𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝐹𝑟 ⇔ 𝑠𝑅∘ ≡
Δ𝑐

𝑝 ∗ Δ𝐵(𝐹)
 7 

As stated above, IST and IT have intellectual property rights on the technology and so, they decide on 

the contract that maximizes their expected utility (𝑠𝑇 ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝐵(𝑒, 𝐹) − 𝑠𝑇 ∗ 𝐹). The constraints must include 

the researcher’s ICC and both participation constraint. 

The optimal contract design, when 𝐹 is fixed and the expected profit is positive for high effort, is shown 

on Figure 19. 

                                                      
7 𝑠𝑅 ≥ 𝑠𝑅∘ (the minimum share that, verifying moral hazard, provides incentive to the researcher), Δ𝑐 =
𝑐𝐻 − 𝑐𝐿, Δ𝐵(𝐹) = 𝐵(𝑒𝐻 , 𝐹) − 𝐵(𝑒𝐿 , 𝐹) 
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Figure 19 Optimal Contract 

𝛥𝑐

𝛥𝐵
 Represents the moral hazard component of the contract and consists on the inverse of the interest 

of the researcher in the performance of the project and his willingness to dedicate himself to it. If the 

moral hazard (
𝛥𝑐

𝛥𝐵
) is lower than 

𝑐𝐻+𝑈𝑅

𝐵𝐻  , the researcher is committed, so needs no participation, 𝐹𝑅 (the 

financial investment of the researcher on the project) can be null and 𝑠𝑅 is equal to 
𝑐𝐻+𝑈𝑅

𝑝∗𝐵𝐻  (expected 

benefit just covers cost plus reservation utility - 𝑐𝐻 + 𝑈𝑅). When 
𝛥𝑐

𝛥𝐵
 increases, it is necessary to 

guarantee that the researcher exerts the level of high effort, so the contract must demand a financial 

dedication from the researcher (that financial investment is translated into the growth of the financial 

shares 𝑓𝑅 of the researcher) as well as a growth in founder shares (𝑖𝑅). When the moral hazard equals 

𝑟𝑅∗𝐹+𝑐𝐻+𝑈𝑅

𝐵𝐻   the researcher is required to invest the total of 𝐹 making a VC unnecessary. If the moral 

hazard is even greater, the TTO must transfer its founder shares to the researcher until his/her utility 

function is met. 

One of the main insights of this paper is that the optimal contract recognizes the importance of the 

researcher and specifies the allocation of founder shares to those responsible for the intellectual work. 

The contract may also require the researcher to be financially involved in the venture, admitting that 

being financially involved in the project improves the researcher’s commitment. The financial investment 

by the researcher is only verified when moral hazard is high (showed in Figure 19). 

Interestingly, these results may be transposed to the AIDA’s case. Given that the team responsible for 

the development of the project is highly committed, taking into account own motivation concerning 

research and PhD dissertations, the moral hazard problem can be considered non-existent and, as 

such, no financial involvement would be required. 
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